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ABSTRACT 
Processed meat products such as frankfurters, smoked sausage, and deli meat 

have gained popularity because consumers have less time for food preparation and 

demand more convenient meat items.  Because these products are handled post 

processing and are often not reheated before consumption, the presence of Listeria 

monocytogenes (LM) is a concern.  In this study, a multi-hurdle approach utilizing 

organic acids alone or in combination in the raw product and as a post-cook dip were 

evaluated on their ability to suppress the growth of LM.  The turkey and ham deli 

loaves and beef frankfurters were processed, cooked, cooled, inoculated with 

Streptomycin-resistant LM, and then dipped.   Treatments for the turkey deli loaves 

included potassium lactate (PL) in the raw product and sodium lactate (SL) and 

sodium diacetate (SD) dip, PL with SL/PL/SD dip, SL with SL/SD dip, and SL with 

SL/PL/SD dip while the ham deli loaves were treated with PL in the raw product and 

PL in the dip, PL with SL/PL/SD dip, SL/SD along with PL dip, and SL/SD with 

SL/PL/SD dip.  The frankfurters contained PL in the raw product and SL in the dip, 

PL with SL/SD dip, SL/SD with SL dip, and SL/SD in the raw product and in the dip.  

For each product there was a positive (inoculated) and negative (non-inoculated) 

control, which was dipped in distilled water.  Day 0, 7, 14, 21, 28, 42, and 56 were 

sampled for LM.  There were no differences (P > 0.05) among the organic acid 

treatments in the turkey deli loaves at any time points, and all organic acid treatments 

increased the lag phase of LM compared to the positive control.  In the ham deli 

loaves the treatments containing PL in the raw product and SL/PL/SD in the dip, 
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SL/SD with PL dip, and SL/SD with SL/PL/SD dip had similar inhibition effects on 

LM.  The SL/SD with SL dip and SL/SD with SL/SD dip effectively inhibited the 

growth of LM in the frankfurters.  By utilizing this intervention, multi-hurdle 

approach using organic acids, the industry can minimize LM growth in ready-to-eat 

(RTE) products, decreasing the occurrences of outbreaks.     
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 
Listeria monocytogenes (LM) is a Gram positive, non-sporulating food borne 

pathogen that causes listeriosis, a disease that can be life threatening, with a fatality 

rate of 20% (Barker and Park 2001 and Geornaras and others 2006).  Listeria 

monocytogenes has the ability to survive under a wide range of conditions such as low 

water activity (Lahti and others 2001 and Chen and Shelef 1992), pH and temperature 

extremes (USDA 2003 and Nufer and others 2007), and high salt and nitrite 

concentrations (Zhu and others 2005).  Major outbreaks of listeriosis have been linked 

to ready-to-eat (RTE) products such as coleslaw, soft cheese, frankfurters, and deli 

meats (Todar 2003 and CDC 1999).  During a LM quantitative risk assessment, out of 

23 RTE products, non-reheated frankfurters and deli meats were categorized as high-

risk products (Geornaras and others 2006 and Barmpalia and others 2004).  At the 

time of slaughter, muscles within the animal are sterile; nevertheless, equipment and 

workers can spread bacteria under the best condition (Conner and others 1997).  

Therefore, interventions are important to incorporate in the process to control 

contamination (Conner and others 1997)   

The United States Department of Agriculture Food Safety and Inspection 

Service (USDA-FSIS) has established a “zero-tolerance” policy for LM on RTE 

products because of the high fatality rate (Geornaras and others 2006).  Establishments 

that produce RTE meat and poultry products are required by the USDA-FSIS to 

comply with one of three alternatives.  These alternatives are based on the risk of the 
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product, to prevent product adulteration with the pathogen (Geornaras and others 

2006).  Alternatives one and two require postlethality treatment to reduce, eliminate, 

or suppress the growth of the pathogen throughout the shelf life of the product.  

Whereas, alternative three relies on sanitation measures and testing to control LM in 

the environment (Geornaras and others 2006 and Barmpalia and others 2004).  Few 

studies have evaluated control strategies based on antimicrobials being added to the 

product formulation and subsequent post process dipping or spraying (Geornaras and 

others 2006).  Therefore, this study was conducted to determine the effect of different 

treatment interventions applied to RTE products in the raw formulation and as a post-

cook dip on the growth of LM.  
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
Introduction 

Being a nation of meat eaters, total meat consumption has increased over the 

past few decades.  Total meat consumption (red meat, poultry, and fish) in 2005, 

reached 90.72 kg per person, 9.98 kg above the average consumption in the 1970s 

(USDA 2007).  People consumed on average 7.71 kg less red meat (mostly less beef), 

than in 1970, 18.14 kg more poultry, and 1.81 kg more fish (USDA 2007).  As of 

2004, the U.S. per capita consumption for red meat was 50.80 kg, poultry 32.98 kg, 

and fish 7.48 kg (USDA 2006b).  Historically, meat processing solely involved 

preservation by inhibiting microbial decomposition to prevent spoilage; however, it 

also resulted in flavorful and nutritious products (Pearson and Gillett 1996).  With the 

advent of refrigeration, meat processing has evolved to provide convenience and 

variety in addition to spoilage control (Pearson and Gillett 1996).  Due to the change 

in lifestyle of today’s society, for instance more two-income families, there is less time 

for food preparation and processing.  Consumers are now demanding more convenient 

meat items.  Therefore, processed meat products such as frankfurters, smoked sausage, 

deli meat, and smoked salami, have gained popularity.  Refrigerated breakfast sausage 

and ham increased in sales by 17% from 1997 to 2002 (Roberts 2002).  Also, sales 

boosted in 2000 with the launch of more poultry-based lunchmeats (Roberts 2002).  In 

2001, refrigerated, sliced lunchmeat accounted for one third of all breakfast and 

sandwich meat sales (Roberts 2002).   
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 Ready-to-eat products such as frankfurters, bologna, and sausage are meat 

emulsions.  An emulsion is a mixture of two immiscible liquids, one liquid dispersed 

in the other with a droplet size of 50 µm or less (Smith and Culbertson 2000 and 

Vaclavik and Christian 2003).  However, a meat emulsion is not a true emulsion, like 

mayonnaise and salad dressing but a meat batter (Pearson and Gillett 1996 and Keeton 

2001).  The difference between the two emulsions being that a true emulsion is a 

heterogeneous mixture of two immiscible liquids (fat and water) stabilized by an 

emulsifying agent, while a meat emulsion is a dispersion of lean and fat particles into 

a two-phase system which consists of a dispersed phase (fat droplets) and a complex 

continuous phase compose of water, solubilized proteins, cellular components, and 

miscellaneouse spices and seasoning (Romans and others 2001).  By adding salt and 

water to a meat emulsion, salt soluble proteins (myosin) are extracted from the lean 

muscle tissue.  Grinding, chopping, mixing, and addition of phosphates helps to 

solubilize the proteins (Pearson and Gillett 1996).  To make the proteins dissolved 

easier in the aqueous phase, sodium chloride and phosphate ions are added because of 

their electrical charge to open up the structure of the protein exposing segments that 

are hydrophilic to the environment (Pearson and Gillett 1996).  When ground fat is 

added to the lean, it becomes the dispersed phase and the proteins and water become 

the continuous phase (Pearson and Gillett 1996 and Keeton 2001).  By adding the fat, 

the lipophilic portions of the proteins unfold and associate with the fat while the 

hydrophilic portions remain associated with the aqueous phase; therefore, the meat 

proteins act like emulsifiers and stabilize the batter (Pearson and Gillett 1996).        
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In order to create more appealing and larger variety of flavors, increase 

tenderness, and prolong shelf-life of meat and poultry products, the use of marination 

techniques combined with ingredient technology are currently being employed in the 

industry (Xargayo and others 2001).  There are three methods of marinating:  

immersion, injection, and vacuum tumbling (Xargayo and others 2001).  Immersion 

involves submerging the meat product in the marinade to allow ingredients to 

penetrate the meat through diffusion.  This method is unreliable because it does not 

allow an even dispersion of ingredients in a timely manner throughout the product and 

it also increases the risk of bacterial contamination (Xargayo and others 2001).  

Vacuum tumbling is utilized in smaller boneless meat products; however, it cannot be 

used with bone-in products due to problems with penetration and product damage.  

When vacuum tumbling, large bone-in meat products lack the uniformity of marinade 

ingredients when the brine is distributed by diffusion (Xargayo and others 2001).  

Also, the bones can damage or separate from the meat (Xargayo and others 2001).  

The most widely used marinade method is multi-needle injection.  It allows for dosing 

a quantity of brine, the ingredients are dispersed evenly and allows for inline 

processing (Xargayo and others 2001).  Occasionally, tumbling and injection are 

combined increasing uniformity.  For cooked meat products, spray injection and rubs 

are used for best results (Xargayo and others 2001).   

Tumbling enhances the dispersion of brine into meat.  It improves the water 

holding capacity, binding value, color intensity, and uniformity of cured hams (Maki 

and Froning 1987).  Maki and Froning (1987) stated that during thermal processing 
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cohesion is promoted by extraction of protein exudates from massaging and tumbling.  

Products are juicier and have better slicing characteristics (Maki and Froning 1987).   

Salts and phosphates are utilized in brine solutions when making processed 

meat products (Brandt 2001).  Traditionally salt levels are 1.5 to 3.0% depending on 

the product (Brandt 2001 and Pearson and Gillett 1996).  Salt and phosphates help 

retain moisture and flavor (Brandt 2001).  Even though the USDA does not restrict the 

concentration of salt, it is self-limiting by flavor (Brandt 2001).  Salt levels in the 

marinade of meat products are decreasing due to consumer health concerns with 

elevated blood pressure.  Therefore, low-salt marinations are formulated to decrease 

the levels of salt, resulting in increased purge and issues with spoilage and shelf-life, 

because product with lower salt levels does not have the ionic strength necessary to 

provide the water holding capacity (Brandt 2001).  Tumbling with salt and phosphates 

reduce cooking loss and improves binding ability, juiciness, and flavor (Maki and 

Froning 1987).  During the tumbling process, sodium tripolysphates and sodium 

hexametaphosphate in combination improves extractability of myofibrillar proteins 

(Maki and Froning 1987).  Sodium tripolyphosphate, which is commonly used in 

marinades, dissociates into diphosphate (functional phosphate) and monophosphate.  

Phosphates are limited by the USDA to 0.5% in finished products since they are able 

to bind water extensively (Brandt 2001).  Also, the marinades can acquire a soapy-

taste when too much phosphate is added (Brandt 2001).     

Marinades are not only utilized to enhance flavor and increase tenderness, but 

they also prolong the shelf-life of meat products (Xargayo and others 2001).  Organic 
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acids such as sodium and potassium lactate and sodium diacetate, are incorporated in 

marinades as safety hurdles to prevent the growth of some pathogenic bacteria (De 

Vegt 1999).  Lactates lower water activity, which suppresses the growth of pathogenic 

microogranisms, increasing the safety of the product (De Vegt 1999).  They interfere 

with the metabolism of the bacteria, the transfer across the cell membrane, and the 

feedback inhibition (De Vegt 1999).  Organic acids lower the pH of the product, 

providing an environment that has an adverse effect on the growth of certain 

pathogenic bacteria (Doyle 1999).  For example, marinades that include 2-3% sodium 

lactate (60% aqueous solution) enhance flavor, control pH, and act as firming agents 

(Chen and Shelef 1992).   

Listeria monocytogenes Characteristics 

Prior to 1960, Listeria monocytogenes (LM) was considered a veterinary 

pathogen, but within the past 30 years, this pathogenic bacterium has been isolated 

from a variety of sources in nature and poses a threat to human health (Todar 2003).  

Out of the 2,500 illnesses of listeriosis reported, 500 deaths occur each year (CDC 

2005).  Listeria are small, Gram-positive, rod-shaped bacteria (Todar 2003).  Listeria 

monocytogenes is a non-sporeforming, facultative anaerobe (De Vegt 1999).  There 

are seven species of Listeria:  L. seeligeri, L. innocua, L. welshimeri, L. grayi, L. 

murrayi, L. ivanoii, and L. monocytogenes, and of those only L. ivanoii and L. 

monocytogenes are pathogenic to animals and humans (USDA 2003).  The serotypes 

that are exhibited within L. monocytogenes include:  ½ a, ½ b, ½ c, 3a, 3b, 3c, 4a, 4ab, 

4b, 4c, 4d, 4e, and 7 (USDA 2003).  Of these serotypes, ½ a, ½ b, and 4b comprise 
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92% of the isolates found among animals and humans (USDA 2003).  Serotype 4b has 

been determined to be the serotype in 50% of the outbreaks in the U.S. and as been 

identified as the predominant serotype in Canada, USA, and Europe (USDA 2003)        

Flagella, long slender projections from the cell body, can contribute to 

bacterial pathogenesis by serving as a secretion, adhesion, or motility apparatus 

(O’Neil and Marquis 2006).  When flagella function as a motility device, it targets the 

bacteria to areas of the gastrointestinal tract (O’Neil and Marquis 2006).  Five to six 

uniformly distributed flagella are produced by LM and are important for efficient 

invasion of tissue culture cells (O’Neil and Marquis 2006).  As stated by O’Neil and 

Marquis (2006), the flagella of LM do not function as adhesions to epithelial cells, 

rather a function of motility, which merely increases the probability of bacterium host 

cells interaction.  It is not known whether the flagellum itself serves as an adhesion or 

just increases bacterial adherence to host cells (O’Neil and Marquis 2006).  For initial 

colonization of the intestinal tract, motile bacteria outcompete nonmotile bacteria 

(O’Neil and Marquis 2006).  The USDA reports, that the growth of flagella can be 

affected by temperature and pH (USDA 2003).   Flagella can be produced by LM 

between pH of 5 and 11 (USDA 2003).     

Listeria monocytogenes is ubiquitous in the environment (soil, silage, water, 

vegetation, animals, humans, slaughterhouse waste, and processing environments) 

(FSIS 2003).  Five to ten percent of the human population carry this bacterium in their 

intestinal tract and show no signs of the disease (Todar 2003).  Besides humans many 

animals can harbor listeriae; for example, 42 species of wild and domestic mammals, 
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and 17 avian species (domestic and game fowl) crustaceans, fish, oysters, ticks and 

flies harbor listeria (Todar 2003).  Animals can also be asymptomatic carriers and can 

contaminate products of animal origin such as meat and dairy (FSIS 2003).   

Listeria monocytogenes is a unique pathogen because it can withstand and 

even thrive under harsh and stressful conditions; therefore, it is a major concern for 

food producers (Nufer and others 2007).  The bacterium is a psychrotroph, cold loving 

organism, which poses a main concern regarding public health (Nufer and others 

2007).  The optimal growth range for LM ranges from 30 to 37°C (Nufer and others 

2007), but it is capable of growing and reproducing at temperatures ranging from 1 to 

50°C (USDA 2003).  Because LM can grow in cold temperatures, it survives for long 

periods of time in the environment, on foods, in processing plants, and in household 

refrigerators (FSIS 2003).  Listeria monocytogenes can survive low water activity 

(Lahti and others 2001 and Chen and Shelef 1992) and a wide pH range, from 4.5 and 

9.6 (Zhu and others 2005).   In meats, LM grows well near or above pH 6.0; however, 

it grows poorly or not at all below pH 5.0 (Zhu and others 2005).  It is capable of 

growing in salt concentrations up to 10%, but can survive in 16% salt concentration 

for a year (USDA 2003).  The organism also tolerates a high concentration of nitrites 

(Zhu and others 2005), decreased oxygen level, and flourishes when water activity is 

0.90 to 0.97 (USDA 2003).  Shahamat and others (1980) conducted a study to 

determine the efficacy of sodium nitrite for controlling LM.  It was concluded that 

sodium nitrite activity was dependent on interactions with temperature, pH, and 

sodium chloride content (Shahamat and others 1980).  At levels of sodium nitrite 
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permitted in meat products (156 ppm), there was a significant inhibitory activity only 

in refrigerated products with at least 3% sodium chloride and a pH of 5.5 or less 

(Shahamat and others 1980).   Compared to most foodborne pathogens, LM is more 

heat resistant, survives freezing and drying, and can grow in vacuum packaged 

products (Henning and Cutter 2001).  

Contamination can occur in raw foods of both plant and animal origin but also 

in cooked foods because of post processing contamination (FSIS 2003).  Listeria 

monocytogenes thrives in uncooked meat, dairy, vegetables, deli meat, and 

unpasteurized milk.  Pasteurizing and heating (60°C for 30 minutes) can destroy LM 

(USDA 2003); however, Listeria is a concern because RTE products can be 

contaminated after cooking and before packaging (CDC 2005).  These products are 

often not reheated; therefore, the bacterium is still contaminating the product at time 

of consumption (CDC 2005).   

Transmission and Contamination 

 Listeria monocytogenes can contaminate soil, silage, water, slaughterhouses, 

processing facilities, animals, and humans (Zhu and others 2005).  Vegetables can 

become contaminated if grown in contaminated soil (FSIS 3003).  An important 

source of contamination or animals is feed.  Animals ingest contaminated feed or 

water, which allows the bacteria to contaminate the intestines of infected animals (Zhu 

and others 2005).  During processing of the animal, the meat can become 

contaminated (Henning and Cutter 2001).        
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Once the bacteria is in the processing facility, some can survive in biofilms, a 

complex aggregation of microorganisms marked by the excretion of a protective and 

adhesive matrix, which can contribute to environmental and RTE product 

contamination (Zhu and others 2005).  Cross contamination can also transmit LM 

through facilities and products if the flow of raw product and finished products cross 

or if personnel are a vehicle for the bacteria from raw to finished product (FSIS 2003).  

Poor facility design or plant equipment layout can cause cross contamination.  Also, if 

the equipment is not designed for easy cleaning or has hard-to-reach niches, LM can 

harbor in those areas and create biofilms (FSIS 2003).  Therefore, proper sanitation is 

important to ensure that RTE products are not recontaminated (Henning and Cutter 

2001).  The sanitizers that have proven most effective against LM include:  quaternary 

ammonia compounds, chlorine solutions, and products containing peracetic acid.  

Rotating the santizers peroidically during the saniation schedule prevents resistance 

(Henning and Cutter 2001).   

In humans, the large intestine may be a reservoir for LM.  Research has shown 

that up to 21% of healthy adults carry LM in their fecal matter (FDA/CFSAN 2003).  

Symptoms may not be apparent in the carriers, but stress can weaken resistance and 

trigger listeriosis (FDA/CFSAN 2003).  One to five percent of the asymptomatic 

carriers shed LM bacteria in the feces (FDA/CFSAN 2003).         

Symptoms 

Listeriosis is a foodborne disease caused by Listeria monocytogenes (Henning 

and Cutter 2001).  It affects primarily pregnant women, newborns, 
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immunocompromised (diseases such as AIDS and cancer) people, and elderly.  

However, healthy adults and children may show minimal to no symptoms when 

infected, but if the food contains a high dosage of LM cells any person is susceptible 

(Henning and Cutter 2001).  For individuals who are not at risk, the International 

Commission on Microbiological Specifications for Foods considers food acceptable if 

it does not exceed 100 CFU/g of LM at the point of consumption (Alves and others 

2006 and Lahti and others 2001); however, Henning and Cutter (2001) report at this 

time, that LM infectious dose has not been established. 

Once the bacterium is ingested or enters the host, it invades the host through 

the epithelial lining of the gut (FDA/CFSAN 2003 and Robbins and others 1999).  The 

bacterium induces a local cytoskeletal rearrangement after adhering to the host cell 

(Robbins and others 1999).  The primary vacuole is able to uptake the bacterium, 

which will then escape into the host cytoplasm by using a pore-forming hemolytic 

protein (Robbins and others 1999).  The bacterium divides and acquires intracellular 

actin-based motility, which is required for efficient intercellular spread from the 

cytoplasm of one infected host cell into another (Robbins and others 1999).  It is also 

able to access the brain and migrate to the placenta to infect the fetus in pregnant 

women through phagocytic cells, engulfing solid particles by the cell membrane 

(FDA/CFSAN 2006).   

Listeriosis can be mild to severe and has been reported to have a 20% mortality 

rate (Schultze and others 2006).  Mild symptoms include flu-like symptoms, fever, 

muscle aches, and gastrointestinal symptoms, like nausea, vomiting and diarrhea 
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(O’Neil and Marquis 2006).  Healthy adults infected with listeriosis suffer from 

gastroenteritis from ingesting large numbers of the bacterium (O’Neil and Marquis 

2006).  The onset for gastrointestinal symptoms is unknown, but can be greater than 

12 hours (FDA/CFSAN 2006).   

In more severe cases, the nervous system can be affected if the infection 

spreads causing symptoms such as headaches, stiff neck, confusion, and loss of 

balance (CDC 2005).  Meningitis, septicemia, and encephalitis can develop in serious 

situations.  If meningitis occurs, the mortality rate can be as high as 70% and 

septicemia 50% (FDA/CFSAN 2006).   Invasive listeriosis has a two- to three-week 

incubation time; however, it can be to three months (FDA/CFSAN 2003).   

In pregnant women, the fetus is exposed to the infection from the spread of the 

bacteria through the mother’s body and into the placenta (FDA/CFSAN 2003).  The 

infection can occur before or after birth, resulting in live birth of an infected neonate, 

still birth, or premature termination of pregnancy (FDA/CFSAN 2003).    Pregnant 

women may only show flu-like symptoms if infected with LM (Todar 2003).  A 

woman may abort the fetus or have a premature delivery within three to seven days 

after the onset of symptoms (FDA/CFSAN 2003). If the woman is infected during the 

first trimester, spontaneous abortions may result; however, in the later stage of 

pregnancy, the result may be stillbirth or birth of a critically ill newborn (FDS/CFSAN 

2003).  If there are perinatal or neonatal infections from listeriosis the mortality rate is 

greater than 80%.   However, the mother usually survives if infected during pregnancy 

(FDA/CFSAN 2006).       
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Outbreaks 

 Infection of listeriosis is usually sporadic, but as stated previously, there are 

2,500 illnesses reported each year with a high mortality rate (CDC 2005).  When 

compared to other pathogens, LM has caused higher rates of hospitalization and over 

one-third of the reported food borne deaths (FDA/CFSAN 2003).     

In 1981, an outbreak of the infection occurred in Canada affecting over 100 

people that ate contaminated coleslaw produced by a local manufacturer (Todar 2003).  

Thirty-four of the 100 people infected were pregnant women, resulting in nine 

stillbirths, 23 infected infants, and two live healthy births (Todar 2003).  Of the 77 

non-pregnant adults who developed the disease, there was a 30% mortality rate (Todar 

2003).  Another outbreak occurred in California in 1985, when 142 people (93 

perinatal, 49 non-pregnant, and 48 immunocompromised) developed listeriosis (Todar 

2003).  Out of the 142 people infected, 30 fetuses or infants and 18 adults died (Todar 

2003).  The source of contamination was pasteurized soft cheese that had become 

contaminated with unpasteurized milk during the manufacturing process (Todar 2003).  

 In August 1998, illness caused by the serotype 4b strain of Listeria 

monocytogenes was identified in 10 states including Ohio (13 cases), New York (12), 

Tennessee, Massachusetts, and West Virginia (three each), Michigan (two), and 

Connecticut, Oregon, Vermont, and Georgia (one each) (CDC 1998).  This certain 

strain is very rarely isolated from humans.  Out of the 38 patients four deaths occurred, 

including one fetus and three elderly people (CDC 1998).  Listeria. monocytogenes 

was isolated from an opened and previously unopened package of hot dogs, which was 
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manufactured by Bil Mar Foods, Zeeland, Michigan (CDC 1999).  The products that 

were recalled included hot dogs and deli meats with the brand names Ball Park, Bil 

Mar, Bryan Bunsize, Bryan 3-lb Club Pack, Grillmaster, Hygrade, Mr. Turkey, Sara 

Lee Deli Meat, and Sara Lee Home Roast brands (CDC 1999).            

A multistate outbreak of Listeria monocytogenes, in which 46 cases were 

confirmed, was linked to eating sliceable turkey deli meat, in 2002 (CDC 2002).  

Seven deaths and three stillbirths or miscarriages occurred in eight states (CDC 2002).  

Listeriosis was reported in Pennsylvania (14 cases), New York (11), New Jersey 

(five), Delaware (four), Maryland (two), Connecticut, Massachusetts, and Michigan 

(one each) (CDC 2002).  One food product and 25 environmental samples were 

obtained from a poultry processing plant, Pilgrim’s Pride Foods, Franconia, 

Pennsylvania.  Two environmental isolates from floor drains were similar to that of 

outbreak patient isolates, suggesting that the plant might have been the source of the 

outbreak.  Pilgrim’s Pride Foods recalled 12.4 million kg of fresh and frozen RTE 

turkey and chicken products (CDC 2002). 

Diagnosis and Treatments 

 To positively diagnose listeriosis, the organism is cultured from the blood, 

cerebrospinal fluid, or stool (CDC 2005).  For pregnant women with listerosis, a blood 

test is the most reliable (CDC 2005).   Several antibiotics can be used to treat 

listeriosis.  Ampicillin and penicillin are effective; however trimethoprim 

sulphamethodxazole are the antibiotics used for people who are allergic to penicillin 

(USDA 2003).  Antibiotics are given promptly to pregnant women, which have 
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become infected to prevent infection of the fetus or newborn (CDC 2005).  If the 

newborn is infected upon childbirth, it can also receive the same antibiotics as adults 

(Gilbert and others 2001).  Death can occur particularly in cases involving the central 

nervous system, the elderly, and the immunocompromised people (Gilbert and others 

2001).     

Preventative Measures 

Between 1989 and 1993, there was a 44 percent decline in the rate of illness 

from LM, due to the FSIS and FDA’s plan for “zero tolerance” (no detectable levels of 

viable pathogens) for organisms in RTE products (FSIS 2003).  Many measures are in 

effect in eliminating LM including:  new sanitation methods, better facility design and 

equipment, prevention of cross-contamination, and antimicrobial methods.     

General preventative measures are used to help prevent contamination of LM (CDC 

2005).  These recommendations are general to most all foodborne pathogens:  

thoroughly cook raw food, wash raw vegetables, keep uncooked meats separate from 

vegetables and cooked foods, avoid unpasteurized milk or foods, wash hands, knives, 

and cutting surfaces thoroughly, and consume perishable and RTE foods as soon as 

possible (CDC 2005).   

Certain strains of LM can be easily established in facilities, such as the floor 

drains, and remain there for months to years (Zhao and others 2004).  Even though, 

significant improvements in plant layout and equipment design, and procedures for 

cleaning and sanitizing have been made, LM can still be introduced into the 

environment exposing RTE products (Zhao and others 2004).  Because LM can form 
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biofilms, they are protected against disinfectants and treatments available to control 

pathogens (Zhao and others 2004).  

Listeria monocytogenes is sensitive to heat treatment; therefore, cooking can 

inactivate the pathogen (Zhu and others 2005).  However, recontamination of post-

cooked products during handling and packaging is a concern (Zhu and others 2005).  

Measures that can be implemented to decontaminate RTE products post-cooking 

include in-package thermal pasteurization and irradiation, and antimicrobial additives 

(Zhu and others 2005).  As stated by Zhu and others (2005), in-package thermal 

pasteurization was conducted on low-fat turkey bologna.  After exposure to an 85°C 

water bath for ten seconds all LM cells were destroyed; however, viable cells were 

detected at up to ten minutes of heating at 61°C (Zhu and others 2005).  Irradiation is a 

non-thermal process in which product is exposed to ionizing radiation from gamma 

rays, electron beams, or x-rays.  The effectiveness varies depending on the LM strain 

(Zhu and others 2005).     

Lactic acid bacteria (LAB) are one measure to inhibit the growth of LM (Alves 

and others 2006).  Lactic acid bacteria produce lactic acid as a result of carbohydrate 

fermentation (Alves and others 2006).  They are safe to consumers and dominate the 

microbiota of many foods during storage (Alves and others 2006).  They are added to 

cold-smoked fish to inhibit the growth of LM (Vogel and others 2006).  Bacteriocins, 

which act against bacterial species, can also offer an increase in food safety of a 

product and extend the shelf life (Alves and others 2006).  Lahti and others (2001) 

reported pediocins, bavaricins, or sakacins (produced by Pediococcus acidilactici, 
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Lactobacillus bavaricus M1402, and Lb. sake MN, respectively) have been studied 

and found to be effective against LM.     

Organic Acids 

Lactates 

Another preventative measure used in the industry to help inhibit the growth of 

Listeria, Salmonella, Staphylococcus aureus and Clostridium is lactates (De Vegt 

1999).  Lactates are bacteriostatic not bacteriocidal; therefore, they cannot replace 

other sanitation practices (DeVegt 1999).  They control pathogens, extend product 

shelf life, and enhance flavor, while not affecting other characteristics.  Lactates lower 

the water activity and suppress the growth, increasing the safety of the product (De 

Vegt 1999).  They interfere with the metabolism of the bacteria and the transfer of 

protons across the cell membrane (De Vegt 1999).   

The food industry utilizes lactates to inhibit the growth of LM.  Fresh sausage, 

fresh marinated whole muscle products, bratwurst, roast beef, fat-free and low-fat 

franks, sliced deli items, and all kinds of poultry products are currently incorporating 

the use of lactates in the manufacturing process (De Vegt 1999).  Lactates are added at 

the cutter stage or can easily be blended with curing pickle (De Vegt 1999).   

During slaughter and packaging of meat carcasses, organic acids were tested as 

washes and dips for removing or inhibiting the growth of LM from the meat during 

refrigerated storage (Doyle 1999).  Lactic acid (1.5 to 4%) was sprayed on 

contaminated beef carcasses and while under refrigerated storage, the large numbers 

of inoculated LM persistently grew (Doyle 1999).  However, when the carcass was 
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sprayed with lactic acid (2%) before it was contaminated with LM, the remaining 

activity of the acids suppressed the growth of the bacteria (Doyle 1999).  Because of 

the residual activity remaining on the meat, organic acid dips (1 to 3%) have more of 

an effect on inhibition of Listeria than washes (Doyle 1999).   

Sodium Lactate 

Sodium and potassium lactate, which are derived from lactic acid that is 

naturally present in animal tissue, inhibit bacterial reproduction thus increasing the lag 

phase or dormant phase of microorganisms (De Vegt 1999).  They are more 

commonly utilized in their liquid forms, a 60% concentrate.  Based on the weight of 

the total formulation, 3.3% lactate is the recommended level to use (De Vegt, 1999).  

Lactates interfere with bacterial metabolism by interfering with proton transfer across 

the cell membrane (De Vegt 1999).  Therefore, by adding sodium and potassium 

lactate, the safety of meat and poultry products was enhanced and shelf-life increased 

(De Vegt 1999 and Vogel and others 2006).  

Lactates also help inhibit the growth of LM on cured and uncured meat 

products (De Vegt 1999).  At the Kulmbach Institute in Germany, a study was 

performed to determine if a 2% and 3% sodium lactate formulation compared to a 

control formulation with no added lactate had an effect on LM (De Vegt 1999).  Sliced 

bologna was inoculated with LM (100 CFU/g) and treated with 2% and 3% sodium 

lactate (De Vegt 1999).  With the addition of 2% lactate the lag phase was extended; 

however, a greater inhibitory effective was present on the slices with the 3% lactate.  
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The 3% lactate treatment demonstrated effective control over 28-day refrigeration 

storage (De Vegt 1999).       

Sodium lactate was added to frankfurter formulations.  Three percent sodium 

lactate, 0.25% sodium diacetate, and 0.25% sodium acetate were the most to least 

effective antilisterial additives in formulation of vacuum-packaged frankfurters 

(Samelis and others 2002).  Samelis and others (2002) stated that by doubling the 

concentrations of sodium lactate and sodium diacetate to 6.0 and 0.5%, respectively, 

the growth of LM was completely inhibited for 120 days at 4°C. 

 The permissible level of sodium lactate is 3% when combined with other 

chemical antimicrobials on frankfurters inoculated with LM (3 to 4 log CFU/cm2) 

(Samelis and others 2002).  Samelis and others (2002) conducted a study to determine 

the effect of a lower concentration of sodium lactate on the growth of LM.  When 

1.8% sodium lactate was utilized alone, it permitted LM growth at 35 to 50 days; 

however, its combination with sodium acetate and diacetate at that concentration 

completely inhibited growth for 120 days at 4°C (Samelis and others 2002).  In 

conclusion, combinations of chemical antimicrobials at concentrations lower than the 

maximum allowed for processed meat products, provide better inhibition against LM 

than the higher concentration of the same antimicrobials used singly (Samelis and 

others 2002).   

 Since LM has the ability to grow in wide pH ranges (4.5 to 9.6), acidification 

of foods with organic acids is important to lower the pH of the environment, adversely 

effecting microorganisms (Barker and Park 2001 and Doyle 1999).  Organic acids act 
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as antimicrobials.  The release of protons at dissociation lowers the extracellular pH 

and the undissociated form has the ability to diffuse into the cell, affecting the cell 

metabolism, resulting in a inhibition due to acidification of the cytoplasm (Janssen and 

others 2007).      

Potassium Lactate 

Vacuum-sealed packages of frankfurters provide a suitable environment for the 

growth of LM (Porto and others 2002).  Porto and others (2002) studied the effect that 

potassium lactate had, when added to vacuum-sealed packages of frankfurters, on low 

levels of a five-strain mixture of LM.  Pathogens in packages containing frankfurters 

with 2 or 3% potassium lactate were lower, regardless of the inoculation level, than 

those without potassium lactate (Porto and others 2002).  However, there were no 

identifiable differences between 2 or 3% concentrations (Porto and others 2002).  The 

product was inoculated with 20 CFU per package and 1.6 log CFU remained from the 

formulation with 2% potassium lactate, while 1.4 log CFU per package remained from 

the formulation with 3% over 90 days at 4°C (Porto and others 2002).  The potassium 

lactate still had a listeriostatic effect at 2 and 3% during storage at 10°C when 

inoculated with 20 CFU per package.  When frankfurters were formulated with 2% 

potassium lactate, 1.4 log CFU per package remained, while 1.1 to 2.4 log CFU per 

package remained when the product was formulated with 3% potassium lactate (Porto 

and others 2002).  During storage at 10°C, pathogen numbers increased at a faster rate 

and to a higher level, as expected, than storage at 4°C.  Porto and others (2002) 
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confirmed the antilisterial contributions of potassium lactate as an ingredient in RTE 

products.        

In a study conducted by Vogel and others (2006), cold-smoked salmon was 

injected with a brine solution, which contained potassium lactate and sodium acetate 

or potassium lactate and sodium diacetate with a low NaCl concentration.  The fillets 

were inoculated with 103 CFU/g of LM (Vogel and others 2006).  The brine solution 

that contained 2.1% potassium lactate plus 0.12% sodium diacetate prevented the 

growth of LM that was stored at 10°C (Vogel and others 2006).  However, a lower 

concentration of the above lactates (1.9% and 0.09% respectively) did not prevent 

growth of LM, but resulted in slightly slower growth when compared to the control 

samples (Vogel and others 2006).  These findings were similar to those found in pork 

bologna or frankfurters when the same combinations and concentrations of the two 

preservatives were used (Vogel and others 2006). 

When the potassium lactate was utilized individually, the inhibition was not as 

significant as the combined treatments; however, it still had a preservative effect when 

compared to the control.  In a study conducted Porto and others (2002), vacuum-sealed 

packages of frankfurters provided a suitable environment for the growth of LM; 

therefore, they studied the effect that potassium lactate had, when added to vacuum-

sealed packages of frankfurters, on low levels of a five-strain mixture of LM.  

Pathogen numbers in packages containing frankfurters with 2 or 3% potassium lactate 

were lower, regardless of the inoculation level, than those without potassium lactate 

(Porto and others 2002).  The product was inoculated with 20 CFU per package and 
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1.6 log CFU remained from the formulation with 2% potassium lactate, while 1.4 log 

CFU per package remained from the formulation with 3% over 90 days at 4°C (Porto 

and others 2002).  The potassium lactate still had a listeriostatic effect at 2 and 3% 

during storage at 10°C when inoculated with 20 CFU per package (Porto and others 

2002).   

Sodium Citrate 

Sodium citrate is utilized as a colorless crystal or white crystalline powder in 

the food industry to control pH, enhance flavor, or as a stabilizer (USDA 2006a).  It is 

soluble in water and is made by fermentation of carbohydrates to citric acid and then 

the citric acid is reacted with sodium hydroxide to produce sodium citrate (USDA 

2006a).  Frankfurters were artificially contaminated with the bacteria and then dipped 

in 1% acetic or lactic acids (Doyle 1999).  Doyle (1999) reported that dipping 

frankfurters in the lactic acid resulted in a 1-2 log kill; however, during refrigerated 

storage, the surviving bacteria started growing.  When a 5% lactic acid dip was 

utilized it not only killed LM but also prevented its regrowth during 90 days storage at 

4°C (Doyle 1999).  A study was conducted at the University of Wageningen in the 

Netherlands on the minimal inhibitory concentrations (MIC) of sodium lactate and 

sodium citrate on LM (De Vegt 1999).  When comparing sodium lactate and sodium 

citrate at a pH of 5.5 and temperature of 20°C, it was determined that less lactate 

(2.5%) was needed to obtain a full growth inhibition when compared to sodium citrate 

(7%) (De Vegt 1999).  To control Salmonella and E. coli O157:H7, 2% lactate versus 
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12% citrate and 1.5% lactate versus 9% citrate, respectively were needed (De Vegt 

1999).    

Lactates such as sodium and potassium lactate and sodium citrate and diacetate 

lower the water activity; however, LM is capable of growing and surviving in under 

reduced water activity (Chen and Shelef 1992).  Listeria monocytogenes is not able to 

grow at a water activity of less than 0.932, but it can survive at much lower water 

activity (Chen and Shelef 1992).  In fermented hard salami with a water activity of 

0.790 to 0.860, LM survived 84 d at 4°C (Johnson and others 1988).  With the 

addition of sodium lactate (4%), potassium lactate (4%), or sodium citrate, the water 

activity was decreased from 0.991 to 0.886 (Chen and Shelef 1992).   

Sodium Diacetate 

 Sodium diacetate is also used in the industry as a flavoring and antimicrobial 

agent (Vogel and others 2006).  Vogel and others (2006) reported that 2 to 3% sodium 

lactate and 0.125 to 0.25 % sodium diacetate either together or alone, in formulation or 

as a dipping solution can control the growth of LM in cooked vacuum-packaged 

meats.  The growth of L. monocytogenes Scott A was inhibited in cold-smoked salmon 

slices by potassium lactate and sodium diacetate combined (Vogel and others 2006).  

In this study, the effect of sodium acetate, sodium diacetate, and potassium lactate on 

the growth of LM in cold-smoked salmon juice was determined (Vogel and others 

2006).  The populations of LM exceeded 8 log CFU/ml after 8 days of storage at 10°C 

on salmon juice without the added lactates.  By adding these organic acids into the 

juice, LM was inhibited (Vogel and others 2006).  Vogel and others (2006) stated that 
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2% potassium lactate plus 0.14% sodium diacetate, 3% potassium lactate plus 0.21% 

sodium diacetate, and 3% potassium lactate plus 0.21% sodium acetate were the most 

effective treatments.  During a 28 day storage at 10°C, these treatments completely 

inhibited growth of LM (Vogel and others 2006).               

The interest in frankfurters contaminated with Listeria monocytogenes has 

increased due to recent outbreaks.  Contamination of frankfurters is usually by the 

consumer or during post processing (Knight and others 2007).  Studies have been 

conducted to determine the effectiveness of lactates and diacetates in combination 

with irradiation to control the bacteria on frankfurters (Knight and others 2007).  After 

cooking but before vacuum packaging, the addition of sodium lactate (3%) inhibited 

the outgrowth of the organisms for 35 to 50 days at refrigerated temperatures.  Further 

studies were completed, concluding that the combination of sodium lactate (3%) and 

sodium diacetate (0.25%) was more effective in inhibiting listerial outgrowth over 120 

days (Knight and others 2007).  As stated by Knight and others (2007), the use of two 

treatments (both ingredients, potassium lactate and sodium diacetate combined with 

irradiation) effectively ensures the microbial safety of frankfurters.  

Combinations of sodium lactate and sodium diacetate were part of the 

formulations for wieners and bratwurst and also utilized as a surface treatment for 

wieners to determine their ability to control the growth of LM (Glass and others 2002).  

Glass and others (2002) reported that sodium lactate alone or in combination with 

sodium diacetate prevented the growth of LM on the surface of smoked wieners and 

cooked bratwurst when utilized in the formulation of the product.  However, sodium 
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lactate and diacetate were insufficient in inhibiting the pathogen growth on unsmoked 

bratwurst (Glass and others 2002).  The antimicrobial activity of the combination of 

the two is enhanced in cured, smoked products compared to uncured, unsmoked 

products.  Sodium lactate (3.4%) and sodium diacetate (0.1%) delayed the growth for 

84 days in the cured, smoked product, while the delay of growth in the uncured, 

unsmoked product was only 28 days (Glass and others 2002).  When using sodium 

lactate and sodium diacetate together, at lower concentration (≥ 1.0% and ≥ 0.1%, 

respectively), the surface growth of LM on smoked wieners was inhibited for 60 days 

at 4.5°C (Glass and others 2002).  The lag phase was increased, but listerial growth 

was not prevented when 2.5% lactate or 0.1% diacetate was utilized alone (Glass and 

others 2002).  Surface treatments of cooked meat products were studied because this 

method delivers the antimicrobial agents at the point of contamination, after chilling 

and before packaging.  Glass and others (2002) stated that dipping wieners into 

sodium lactate plus sodium diacetate was not a reliable means to control LM growth. 

The pH values were lowered when sodium diacetate is incorporated into the 

formulation (Glass and others 2002).  The initial pH of the wieners tested in the study 

conducted by Glass and others (2002) was 5.9 to 6.4; however, with the addition of 

sodium diacetate to the formulation, the pH values were 0.5 pH units lower than that 

of wieners without the organic acid present.  This change in pH affected the growth of 

LM (Glass and others 2002).   
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CHAPTER III 

BEEF FRANKFURTERS 
Introduction 

From the 1950s to 2002, meat consumption (red meat, poultry, and fish) 

increased 25.85 kg per person reaching 88.45 kg (USDA 2002).  The U.S. per capita 

consumption of red meat alone is 50.80 kg as of 2004 (USDA 2002).  In today’s 

society consumers are demanding more convenient meat items because they have less 

time for food preparation and processing; therefore, processed meat products such as 

frankfurters, sausage, and deli meat have gained popularity. 

Some processed meat products like frankfurters, bologna, and sausage are a 

type of meat emulsion.  Meat emulsions are not true emulsions like mayonnaise and 

salad dressing but meat batters (Pearson and Gillett 1996 and Keeton 2001).  In these 

emulsions, a variety of food additives are used to create more appealing and a larger 

variety of flavors, increase tenderness, and prolong shelf-life (Xargayo and others 

2001).   

In 1926, Listeria monocytogenes (LM) was first described as an animal 

pathogen (Johnson and others 1990); however, in 1960, it was isolated from a variety 

of sources in nature and has been recognized as a human pathogen within the last 30 

years (Todar 2003).  Listeria monocytogenes is a Gram-positive, asporogenous 

coccobacilli bacterium, which is motile by means of flagella (Johnson and others 1990 

and FDA/CFSAN 2006).   
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Listeria monocytogenes is a foodborne bacterium causing listeriosis, a serious 

infection caused by consuming food contaminated with the bacteria.  About 2,500 

illnesses occur each year, 500 of these resulting in death (CDC 2005).  Due to the 

several well-publicized foodborne outbreaks of listeriosis, LM has gained increasing 

importance as of public health concern.  This infection affects primarily pregnant 

women, newborns, immunocompromised people (diseases such as AIDS and cancer), 

and the elderly (CDC 2005).  Listeriosis causes symptoms associated with the flu, 

septicemia, encephalitis, meningitis and can cause still births or premature termination 

of pregnancy (FDA/CFSAN 2006).  However, healthy adults and children may only 

show mild symptoms when infected.   

Listeria monocytogenes is problematic because it is able to grow and survive 

under a wide range of temperatures (-1.5 to 45°C) and pH (4.3 to 9.4) (Marc and 

others 2002).  Because RTE products are refrigerated and not usually reheated before 

consuming, the organism is a potential food safety concern (Johnson and others 1990).  

Of the products contaminated with LM, it is assumed that the presence of the pathogen 

is due to recontamination after cooking, possibly as a result of environmental 

contamination (Johnson and others 1990).  The contamination of fully cooked 

products may occur during handling (slicing or packaging) or possibly from cross-

contamination (Johnson and others 1990).  Efforts to decontaminate RTE products 

post-cooking include, in-package thermal pasteurization and irradiation, and 

antimicrobial additives (Zhu and others 2005).  By exposing LM to a “hurdle” 
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combination of several additives, LM can be inhibited in products without adversely 

affecting sensory properties (Juncher and others 2000 and Marc and others 2002).   

Organic acids such as sodium and potassium lactate and sodium diacetate are 

incorporated in meat and poultry products as safety hurdles to prevent the growth of 

some pathogenic bacteria (De Vegt 1999).  They are utilized in the industry to help 

inhibit the growth of Listeria, Salmonella, Staphylococcus aureus and Clostridium (De 

Vegt 1999). Lactates lower the pH of the product, providing an environment that 

adversely affects the growth of some pathogenic bacteria (Doyle 1999).  Also, lactates 

lower water activity, which suppresses the growth of pathogenic microogranisms, 

increasing the safety of the product (De Vegt 1999).  Lactates interfere with the 

metabolism of the bacteria and the transfer of protons across the cell membrane (De 

Vegt 1999).   

Sodium and potassium lactate, which are derived from lactic acid that is 

naturally present in animal tissue, prevent bacteria from reproducing by increasing the 

lag phase or dormant phase of microorganisms (De Vegt 1999).  Sodium citrate is 

utilized as a colorless crystal or white crystalline powder in the food industry to 

control pH, enhance flavor, or as a stabilizer (USDA 2006).  Also used in the food 

industry as a flavor and antimicrobial agent, is sodium diacetate (Vogel and others 

2006).   

In this study, a multi-hurdle approach, combining GRAS chemical additives 

(organic acids) in the raw product and as a post-cook dip, were evaluated for their 

ability to suppress the growth of LM.  If the application of organic acids in the raw 
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product and as a post-cook dip decreases or prevents LM growth, then several food 

safety problems can be prevented if this multi-hurdle approach is implemented in the 

meat and poultry industry.     

Materials and Methods 

The concentrations of the salt (1.5%), sodium tripolyphosphate (0.45%), and 

sodium nitrite (156 ppm), which were used in every treatment, were based on industry 

control.  Lactates were combined in the raw product and as a post-cook dip for a 

multi-hurdle approach to determine their effect on the growth of LM on beef 

frankfurters.  The treatments consisted of:  

1. Potassium lactate (2%), raw product and sodium lactate (3.6%), dip 

2. Potassium lactate (2%), raw product and sodium lactate (3.6%) and sodium 

diacetate (0.25%), dip 

3. Sodium lactate (2%) and sodium diacetate (0.25%), raw product and sodium 

lactate (3.6%), dip 

4. Sodium lactate (2%) and sodium diacetate (0.25%), raw product and sodium 

lactate (3.6%) and sodium diacetate (0.25%), dip 

The positive control consisted of salt, sodium tripolyphosphate, sodium nitrite, and 

frankfurter seasoning, inoculated with LM, and dipped in sterile water; and the 

negative control also contained salt, sodium tripolyphosphate, sodium nitrite, and 

frankfurter seasoning, dipped in sterile water, but not inoculated.   
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Listeria monocytogenes Growth 

 A streptomycin-resistant Listeria monocytogenes strain was plated on brain 

heart infusion (BHI) agar and obtained from Auburn University (Department of 

Poultry Science, Auburn University, Auburn, AL).  Colonies were transferred from the 

plates by a sterile disposable loop to 9 ml of brain heart infusion (BHI) broth and 

incubated at 37°C for 24 h.  This was completed for 20 tubes (16 x 100 mm Screw 

Top Test Tubes, VWR International Inc., Bristol, CT) (new sterile loop used each 

time).  Under a laminar flow hood, 400 μl glycerol (Omnipur, EMD Chemicals, Inc., 

Gibbstown, NJ) was pipetted into centrifuge tubes (Microcentrifuge Tubes, 1.5 ml Flat 

Top, Midwest Scientific, Valley Park, MO) and 500 μl was transferred from the 

inoculated tubes and pipetted into the centrifuge tubes.  The centrifuge tubes were then 

placed in a -80°C freezer for subsequent use (Killinger-Mann 2005 and Carroll and 

others 2007).               

Inoculum was prepared by removing the streptomycin-resistant Listeria 

monocytogenes strain from the freezer (–80°C).  The surface of growth was scraped 

with a sterile, disposable inoculating loop.  The bacteria were suspended in 10 ml of 

sterile BHI broth (Oxoid Ltd., Hampshire, UK) and incubated at 37°C overnight.  

Three replicate aliquots of 1.0 ml were taken from the culture tube and placed into 3 

separate 9 ml of fresh BHI broth, which was also incubated overnight at 37°C.  The 

cell suspension was enumerated by spread plating onto duplicate BHI agar plates 

(Difco, Fisher Scientific Co. LLC, Pittsburgh, PA), which were incubated overnight at 
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37°C.  The cell suspension was determined to be 1.47 x 109 CFU/ml and 2.05 x 109 

CFU/ml for trials 1 and 2, respectively.            

Processing Beef Frankfurters 

Preceding the actual processing of the beef frankfurters, the trays, racks, and pans 

that were utilized in the study were autoclaved (522LS Gravity Steam Sterilizer, 

Getinge/Castle, Inc., Rochester, NY), for 30 min, at 121°C at 15 psi, followed by 

drying for 15 min.  A total of 27.22 kg of ground beef and 27.22 kg of trimmings were 

purchased from Excel (Beef Trimmings 50/50 and 93/7 Coarse Grind Ground Beef, 

Cargill Meat Solutions Corporations, Wichita, Kansas).  Ingredients for the two 

control emulsions and the four treated emulsions were based on 6.8 kg (50% lean and 

50% trim).  Ingredients were as followed: 

• Salt (1.5%) (Morton Salt, Morton International Inc., Morton Salt, Chicago, IL) 

• Sodium tripolyphosphate (0.45%) (Innophos, Cranbury, NJ) 

• Sodium nitrite (156 ppm) (A.C. Legg, Inc., Birmingham, AL) 

• Frankfurter seasoning (6.25% per 11.34 kg) (A.C. Legg, Inc., Birmingham, 

AL) 

• Potassium lactate (2%) (60% w/w, City Chemical LLC., West Haven, CT) 

• Sodium lactate (2%) (60% w/w, Fisher Scientific Co. LLC., Pittsburgh, PA) 

• Sodium diacetate (0.25%) (Spectrum Chemical MFG. Corp. Gardena, CA) 

The pH (Accument AB15 Plus pH Meter, Fisher Scientific Inc., Rockford, IL) was 

obtained for the marinades and pre-marinated raw product.  The trimmings (3.4 kg) 

were cubed and chopped (64108 Koch Bowl Chopper, Kansas City, Missouri) for one 
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to three min.  After chopping, the trimmings were removed, and the ground beef (3.4 

kg) was then added to the bowl and allowed to chop for one to two min.  Of the 20% 

marinade, 50% was ice.  Half of the ice was added along with the ingredients, 

separately by treatment, for one to two min.  Finally, the trimmings were added back 

in with the remaining ice and allowed to chop for four to eight min.  The post-

marination pH was taken of the raw product.  Once an emulsion was formed, the beef 

frankfurters were vacuum stuffed (68400 Handtmann VF 50, Albert Handtmann 

Maschinenfabrik, Biberach/Riss, Germany) by treatment into fibrous casings (EZ Peel 

Fibrous Casing, Viskase Companies, Inc., Willowbrook, IL) and cooked in a 

smokehouse (Appendix B: Table 10) to an internal temperature of 74°C.  The 

frankfurters were cooled in a walk-in cooler to an internal temperature of 4°C, the 

casings were removed, and the frankfurters were cut into 15.24 cm links. 

Microbiological Analysis 

The stock solution of LM innocula (109 CFU/ml) was diluted to 108 CFU/ml 

by pipetting 1 ml from the solution and placing it in a tube containing 9 ml of BHI 

broth.  Under a laminar flow hood the links were inoculated by pipetting 10 μl of the 

stock solution (108 CFU/ml), which provided a 105 surface inoculum and spread with 

a sterile loop.  Links were allowed to air dry (5 min) on sterile foil before dipping 

them into the post-cook dip.   

Four liters of each dip were prepared under the bench top hood and divided 

equally into eight beakers.  For the controls, 4 L of sterile water were also divided 

equally into eight beakers.  The pH and water activity (TH-500 Aw Sprint, Novasina, 
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Pfäffikon, Switzerland) of the dips was determined prior to dipping the links.  After 

dipping for 60 sec, the links were left on sterile foil and allowed to air dry for 

approximately 15 to 20 min.  Three links for every treatment were placed in 680.39 g 

whirl-pak bags (21 links per treatment, 7 bags per treatment, totaling 126 links and 42 

bags) (Whirl-pak® Bags, Nasco, Fort Atkinson, WI) and placed at 4°C for 0, 7, 14, 21, 

28, 42, or 56 d prior to analysis.   

Non-inoculated negative control links were dipped in sterile water, allowed to 

dry, and immediately placed at 4°C.  Positive control links were inoculated with LM, 

allowed to dry 5 min, dipped in sterile water for 60 sec, allowed to dry for 

approximately 15 to 20 min, packaged in whirl-pak bags, and stored at 4°C.  The 

treated links and positive and negative control links were tested for LM on day 0 time 

point to ensure proper inoculation was attained.   

For each time point, one link was placed in a filter stomacher bag (Filtered 

Homogenizer Bags, 3M, St. Paul, MN) with 50 ml of sterile phosphate buffered saline 

(PBS) (Pierce, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Rockford, IL) and homogenized (400 

Circulator Stomacher, Seward, England) for 2 min at 230 RPMs.  The samples were 

then further diluted, 1 ml into 9 ml of sterile PBS to obtain countable plates (25 to 

250).  Because the samples contained fat and meat chunks, they were filtered through 

a syringe (10-ml syringe, VWR International, Inc., Bristol, CT with a 1.2 μm filter, 

Minisart single-use syringe filter, sterile-EO, non-pyrogenic, Sartorius, Edgewood, 

NY) and dispensed into a sample cup before spiral plating.  By filtering the samples, 

the tubing in the spiral plater was less likely to clog.  The 1.2 μm filter allowed the 
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solution and LM to be filtered through removing only the particles; therefore, not 

changing the colony counts.  Dilutions 1 and 4 were plated onto BHI agar with 1500 

mg/ml of Streptomycin Sulfate Salt (Sigma-Aldrich, Inc., St. Louis, MO) using a 

spiral plater (AP4000 Spiral Biotech, Automated Spiral Plater, Advanced Instrument, 

Inc., Norwood, MA) with a vacuum (VS2 Spiral Biotech, Vacuum Source, Advanced 

Instrument, Inc., Norwood, MA) according to manufacturers’ instructions.  Plates 

were incubated at 35°C for 48 h.  Resulting colonies were counted using an automated 

colony counter (530 Spiral Biotech Automatic Plate Counter, Advanced Instruments, 

Inc., Norwood, MA).     

Statistical Analysis 

The experiment was repeated twice (2 trials) with 3 replications within each 

trial.  No significant replication X treatment or trial X treatment interactions were 

noted; therefore, the data were pooled by treatment and day.  Data were analyzed by 

day using Proc GLM procedure of SAS (SAS Institute 1993).  Means were separated 

by Duncan’s Multiple Range test.  Significant differences among treatment groups 

were determined at a level of P<0.05.  

Results and Discussion 

The growth of a bacterium can be estimated by the lag phase duration (Whiting 

and Bagi 2002).  The lag, log, stationary, and decline are the four phases of microbial 

growth.  Certain factors such as nutrient, pH, water activity, and temperature influence 

the structure and function of the cell (Ahamad and Marth 1990).  When observing the 

lag phase for the frankfurters, there were no significant differences among treatments 
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through day 14 (Figure 1).  However, treatments containing sodium lactate (SL) and 

diacetate (SD) with sodium lactate as a dip (SL/SD – SL) and sodium lactate and 

diacetate both in the marinade and as the dip (SL/SD – SL/SD) declined from day 14 

to day 21 (Figure 1).  During the subsequent time points, LM was still no longer 

detectable.  When potassium lactate (PL) combined with sodium lactate as the dip (PL 

- SL) and potassium lactate with the sodium lactate and diacetate dip (PL – SL/SD), 

the lag phase was lengthened for 42 days, and then from day 42 to day 56 the growth 

declined by 1.0 log for the PL – SL/SD treatment and 0.5 log for the PL – SL 

treatment (Figure 1).  These results were similar to that of Blom and others (1997).  

Blom and others (1997) stated that when potassium lactate was utilized individually, 

the inhibition was not as large as the combined treatments (sodium lactate and 

acetate), but still some preservation was observed by the individual treatment. 

 It has been observed that when LM is in an acidic environment, growth is 

inhibited; therefore, when using organic acids as acidulants, the inhibition of LM is 

enhanced (Buchanan and others 1993).  Even though some non-ideal pH condition still 

support growth, the organism will tend to decline once it has reached the stationary 

phase (Buchanan and others 1993).  Buchanan and others (1993) concluded that the 

duration of the lag phase and the rate of inactivation of LM were dependent on the 

severity of the conditions.  They also reported that lactic acid was more effective than 

acetic acid for inactivating LM (Buchanan and others 1993).  Ahamad and Marth 

(1990) conducted a study determining the effect of acid injury to LM in solutions of 

acetic, citric, and lactic acid.  Over the 20-day study, it was concluded that acetic acid 
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decreased the growth of LM followed by lactic and then citric acid.  By injuring the 

bacterial cell, LM was unable to proliferate under specific conditions (Ahamad and 

Marth 1990).  Therefore, the results of Ahamad and Marth’s study coincide with 

results from the current study because the bacterial cell was injured by the addition of 

organic acids to the product, which limited proliferation of LM.   

Investigations have been completed on the inhibitory effects of low pH and 

organic acids on LM (Vasseur and others 1999).  Two inhibitory mechanisms have 

been proposed:  an intracellular acidification (loss of homeostasis) and a specific 

effect of the acid (non-dissociated form) on metabolic activities (Vasseur and others 

1999).  Ita and Hutkins (1991) observed that low intracellular pH was not the major 

factor in inhibiting the growth of LM.  In fact, the organic acid-treated cells, which 

were at pH values as low as 3.5, were able to maintain their cytoplasmic pH at a value 

near 5 (Ita and Hutkins 1991).  Concluding, the efficiency of the treatments utilizing 

organic acids was due to the non-dissociated fraction.  Therefore, the inhibitory effect 

of these acids can be correlated with their dissociation constant (pKa value) (Ita and 

Hutkins 1991).  There is a greater permeability of the cell membrane to weak acids in 

their undissociated form (Ita and Hutkins 1991).  Vasseur and others (1999) tested the 

effect of hydrochloric, acetic, and lactic acid on the growth of five strains of LM.  The 

hydrochloric acid totally dissociated in aqueous environments.  Acetic acid had the 

highest concentration of undissociated acid (pKa = 4.76), while lactic acid had the 

lowest (pKa = 3.86).  A weak acid with the highest pKa value, which was acetic acid 

in this study, was more efficient against LM than a stronger hydrochloric acid used at 
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the same pH (Vasseur and others 1999).  Acetic acid had the highest inhibitory effect 

because of its ability to diffuse through the cell membrane, which is permeable to non-

dissociated weak acids (Vasseur and others 1999).  Lactic acid could not passively 

penetrate the cell membrane resulting in a decreased inhibitory effect (Vasseur and 

others 1999).  Sodium diacetate, a common organic acid utilized in formulations and 

dips in meat and poultry products, has pKa value of 3.58 (Benjamin 1998 and Berg 

and others 2002).  Phan-Thanh and others (2000) also state that weak organic acids are 

more deleterious to LM than strong inorganic acids such as hydrochloric acid.  Even 

though lactic acid does not penetrate the cell membrane as efficiently as acetic acid, 

lactic acid (sodium and potassium lactate) is still diffused in the cell affecting the 

growth of the bacteria, which is apparent in this study because the lactic acid that was 

added in formulation and as a dip to the beef frankfurters inhibited the growth 

throughout the 56 days. 

The water activity of the product also affects the growth characteristics of LM.  

It has been suggested that the suppressed bacterial growth in meat products containing 

lactates is caused by reduction in water activity (Debevere 1989).  Debevere studied 

the effect of lactates on water activity in pork pâté.  Lactate (2%) lowered the water 

activity of the product from 0.959 to 0.945 (Debevere 1989).  Ryser and Marth (1991) 

have reported that the organism has the ability to multiply at water activity as low as 

0.92.  However, when observing the growth and survival of LM in liquid laboratory 

media, LM did not appear to grow at water activity less than 0.932 but survived at 

much lower water activity (Johnson and others 1988).  In this study, the water activity 
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of the control (distilled water), SL (3.6%), and SL (3.6%), SD (0.25%) post-cook dip 

was 1.00, 0.86, and 0.85, respectively.  Because of the low water activity, lactates 

could have a negative effect on the growth of LM.     

 On day 0, there was a difference between the potassium lactate with sodium 

lactate treatment and the treatment containing sodium lactate and sodium diacetate in 

both the raw product and as a post-cook dip; however the difference was not dramatic 

(Figure 2).  The reason for this difference could be due to the difference in initial load 

of LM when applied to the links.  Because the links were cylindrical in shape, the 

inoculum was difficult to evenly disperse over the product.  Throughout the 56 day 

time points, the negative control appeared to have no LM growth, indicating that the 

initial loaves before inoculation did not contain LM.  Therefore, data for the negative 

control loaves were not graphed.   

By day 7 there were no significant differences among treatments; however, by 

day 14, the treatments that contained SL and SD with SL dip and SL and SD both in 

the raw product and as the dip had significantly lower LM counts when compared to 

the other treatments.  The PL and SL/SD dip was similar to the positive control and 

the treatment containing PL with SL.  The trend was the same on day 21, where the PL 

– SL/SD and PL – SL treatments and positive control were similar and SL/SD – SL 

and SL/SD – SL/SD treatments were similar (Figure 2). 

By day 28, the treatment containing SL/SD with SL dip and SL/SD utilized in 

the raw product and dip decreased the growth of LM significantly (Figure 2).  Some 

studies as stated in Stekelenburg (2003) conclude that when the organic acids are 
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utilized individually in frankfurters, their ability to inhibit LM is not as significant as 

that of organic acid mixtures.  Stekelenburg (2003) reported similar results in the 

growth of LM in frankfurter sausage.  In a solution containing 2% to 3% 

lactae/diacetate mixture, almost full inhibition of LM was reached during 29 days at 

4°C; whereas, some growth was observed in products that only contained potassium 

lactate (Stekelenburg 2003).    

 From day 28 to day 56, the growth of LM in the positive control links, 

increased by 0.5 log CFU/ml increments until it reach 6.0 CFU/ml, however, on day 

56 there was no growth on the SL/SD – SL and SL/SD – SL/SD treatments.  Samelis 

and others (2002) found similar results when sodium lactate was added to the 

formulation for frankfurters.  Three percent sodium lactate, 0.25% sodium diacetate, 

and 0.25% sodium acetate (SA) were the most to least effective antilisterial additives 

in formulation of vacuum-packaged frankfurters (Samelis and others 2002).  The 

permissible level of sodium lactate is 3% when combined with other chemical 

antimicrobials on frankfurters artificially contaminated (3 to 4 log CFU/cm2) with LM 

(Samelis and others 2002).  Samelis and others (2002) studied the effect of a lower 

concentration of sodium lactate on inhibiting the growth of LM.  When 1.8% sodium 

lactate was utilized alone, it permitted LM growth at 35 to 50 days; however, its 

combination with sodium acetate and diacetate at that concentration completely 

inhibited growth for 120 days of storage at 4°C (Samelis and others 2002).  Samelis 

and others (2002) concluded that combinations of GRAS chemical antimicrobials at 

lower concentrations than allowed for processed meat product, provide better 
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inhibition against LM than the higher concentration of the same antimicrobials used 

singly.   

Treatments with PL – SL and PL – SL/SD were not significantly different on 

day 56; however the PL – SL/SD treatment growth was 2 CFU/ml while the PL – SL 

treatment was 2.5 CFU/ml (Figure 2).   Neither treatment SL/SD with SL dip nor 

SL/SD both in the raw product and as the dip, were significantly different; they not 

only inhibited the growth but eliminated it; therefore, it was concluded that those 

treatments were most effective on the growth of LM in beef frankfurters.             

The growth of LM in the positive control links stayed consistent with the 

initial inoculated load until day 28 where it gradually started to increase.  This could 

be due to the amount of sodium nitrite and salt present.  Shahamat and others (1980) 

conducted a study to determine the efficiency of sodium nitrite for controlling LM.  It 

was concluded that sodium nitrite activity was dependent on interactions with 

temperature, pH, and sodium chloride content (Shahamat and others 1980).  At levels 

permitted in meat products (156 ppm), sodium nitrite had a significant inhibitory 

activity only in refrigerated products with at least 3% sodium chloride and a pH of 5.5 

or less (Shahamat and others 1980).  Sodium nitrite (156 ppm) and salt (1.5%) (122.47 

g and 17.01 g, respectively) were added in the beef frankfurter formulation.  Nitrite is 

added to meat in the amount between 100 to 200 ppm for the purpose of curing.  It is 

responsible for the pink color, flavor, extended shelf-life, and microbial stability 

(Ngutter and Donnelly 2003 and Nyachuba and others 2007).  Combining sodium 

nitrite with factors such as pH, temperature, water activity, and salt have been shown 
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to inhibit LM growth (Ngutter and Donnelly 2003).  Ngutter and Donnelly (2003) 

exposed LM (Scott A strain) to 100 to 200 ppm sodium nitrite.  That exposure resulted 

in percent injury to the population ranging from 98.5 to 99.8% (Ngutter and Donnelly 

2003).  After 14 h, repair of LM began (Ngutter and Donnelly 2003).  Ngutter and 

Donnelly (2003) concluded that increased exposure and concentration of sodium 

nitrite resulted in an increase in the level of injury and repair time.  Therefore, the 

increased growth at day 28 could be due to LM repairing itself after acid injury. 

Conclusion 

 In conclusion, the treatments that contained SL and SD in the raw product and 

SL in the dip and SL and SD in the raw product and dip were more effective in 

inhibiting the growth of LM than the other treatments.  The treatments with PL – SL 

and PL  - SL/SD did extend the lag phase but not to the extent of the previously 

mentioned treatments.  Due to the high levels of sodium nitrite the growth of LM in 

the control was suppressed until the bacteria repaired itself, increasing in number.  As 

concluded in this study, utilizing SL and SD in combination in the raw product and as 

a post-cook dip in the meat and poultry industry, the growth of LM in beef 

frankfurters can be suppressed over the extended shelf-life of the product.  Further 

studies should be completed comparing the inhibitory effect of a SL/SD treatment, 

SL/SA treatment, and SL/SD/SA treatment.   
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Figure 1:  Streptomycin-resistant Listeria monocytogenes (CFU/ml) sampled on day 0 
to 56 in beef frankfurters stored at 4°C when organic acids were applied in the raw 
product combined with a post-cook dip, a treatment 1: potassium lactate (2%) – 
sodium lactate (3.6%); b treatment 2: potassium lactate (2%) – sodium lactate (3.6%) 
and sodium diacetate (0.25%); c treatment 3: sodium lactate (2%) and sodium diacetate 
(0.25%) – sodium lactate (3.6%); d treatment 4: sodium lactate (2%) and sodium 
diacetate (0.25%) – sodium lactate (3.6%) and sodium diacetate (0.25%), e control +: 
inoculated control loaf dipped in distilled water. 
 
* Significant differences among treatments within each time point 
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Figure 2:  Least square means and standard error of the mean of streptomycin-resistant 
Listeria monocytogenes (CFU/ml) sampled on day 0 to 56 in beef frankfurters stored 
at 4°C when organic acids were applied in the raw product combined with a post-cook 
dip, d treatment 1: potassium lactate (2%) – sodium lactate (3.6%); e treatment 2: 
potassium lactate (2%) – sodium lactate (3.6%) and sodium diacetate (0.25%); f 
treatment 3: sodium lactate (2%) and sodium diacetate (0.25%) – sodium lactate 
(3.6%); g treatment 4: sodium lactate (2%) and sodium diacetate (0.25%) – sodium 
lactate (3.6%) and sodium diacetate (0.25%); h control +: inoculated control loaf 
dipped in distilled water. 
 
a,b,c Least square means within each day with different superscripts differ (P<0.05) 
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CHAPTER IV 

HAM DELI LOAVES 
Introduction 

Due to the increasing consumption of meat and poultry products and the 

change in lifestyle of today’s society, consumers are now demanding more convenient 

meat items.  Therefore, processed meat products such as frankfurters, smoked sausage, 

deli meat, and smoked salami, have gained popularity.  From 1997 to 2002, 

refrigerated breakfast sausage and ham increased in sales by 17% (Roberts 2002).  

Also, sales boosted in 2000 with the launch of more poultry-based lunchmeats 

(Roberts 2002).  In 2001, refrigerated, sliced lunchmeat accounted for one-third of all 

breakfast and sandwich meat sales (Roberts 2002).   

Contamination of RTE products with LM has become a major concern to the 

food industry.  Listeriosis, a foodborne disease caused by LM, affects primarily 

pregnant women, newborns, immunocompromised people, and elderly (Henning and 

Cutter 2001).  However, healthy adults and children may show minimal to no 

symptoms when infected (Henning and Cutter 2001).  The symptoms of listeriosis can 

be mild to severe and has been reported to have a 20% mortality rate (Schultze and 

others 2006).  Mild symptoms include flu-like symptoms, fever, muscle aches, and 

gastrointestinal symptoms, like nausea, vomiting and diarrhea (O’Neil and Marquis 

2006).  In more severe cases, the nervous system can be affected if the infection 

spreads causing symptoms such as headaches, stiff neck, confusion, and loss of 

balance (CDC 2005).  Meningitis, septicemia, and encephalitis can form in serious 
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situations.  If pregnant women are affected by listeriosis, the woman may abort the 

fetus or have a premature delivery (FDA/CFSAN 2006).  

Listeria monocytogenes can withstand and thrive under harsh and stressful 

conditions; therefore, it is a major concern for food producers (Nufer and others 2006).  

The optimal growth range for LM ranges from 30 to 37°C (Nufer and others 2006), 

but it is capable of growing and reproducing at temperatures ranging from 1 to 50°C 

(USDA 2003).  Listeria monocytogenes can survive low water activity (Lahti and 

others 2001 and Chen and Shelef 1992), a wide pH range (Zhu and others 2005), high 

salt and nitrite concentrations (USDA 2003 and Zhu and others 2005), and decrease 

oxygen level (USDA 2003).   

Listeria monocytogenes contamination issues result from recontamination after 

processing through handling (slicing or packaging) and/or cross-contamination 

(Johnson and others 1990).  Even though LM is sensitive to heat, most RTE products 

are not reheated prior to consumption (Zhu and others 2005).  Therefore, certain 

measures have been taken in order to decontaminate RTE products post-cooking. 

Salt and phosphates are utilized in brine solutions when making a luncheon 

meat product to help retain moisture and add flavor (Brandt 2001).  Even though the 

USDA does not restrict the concentration of salt, it is self-limiting by flavor.  

Phosphates are limited to 0.5% in finished products since they are able to bind water 

extensively (Brandt 2001).  Tumbling with salt and phosphates reduce cooking loss 

and improves binding ability, juiciness, and flavor (Maki and Froning 1987).  During 
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the tumbling process, sodium tripolysphates and sodium hexametaphosphate in 

combination improves extractability of myofibrillar proteins (Maki and Froning 1987).   

Marinades consisting of salt, phosphates, nitrites, water and/or ice, and 

chemical additives are currently being used in the meat and poultry industries to create 

more appealing and larger variety of flavors, increase tenderness, and prolong shelf-

life (Xargayo and others 2001).  Organic acids such as sodium and potassium lactate 

and sodium diacetate, are incorporated in marinades as safety hurdles to prevent the 

growth of some pathogenic bacteria (De Vegt 1999).  Lactates lower the water activity 

and pH providing an environment that has an adverse effect on the growth of certain 

bacteria (De Vegt 1999 and Doyle 1999).  They also interfere with the metabolism of 

the bacteria and the transfer of protons across the cell membrane (De Vegt 1999).  

Lactates inhibit, but do not kill Listeria, Salmonella, Staphylococcus aureus and 

Clostridium (De Vegt 1999).   

Currently processors are utilizing organic acids in marinade to inhibit the 

growth of LM; however, there has been no validation on exposing LM to a “hurdle” 

combination.  The objective of this research was to utilize certain preventative 

measures such as organic acids, in the raw product and as a post-cook dip to determine 

their effect on the growth of LM.     

Materials and Methods 

The concentrations of the salt (1.5%), sodium tripolyphosphate (0.45%), and 

sodium nitrite (156 ppm), which were used in every treatment, were based on industry 

control.  Lactates were combined in the raw product and as a post-cook dip for a 
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multi-hurdle approach to determine their effect on the growth of LM on ham deli 

loaves.  The treatments consisted of:  

1. Potassium lactate (2%), raw product and potassium lactate (3.6%), dip 

2. Potassium lactate (2%), raw product and sodium lactate (3.6%), potassium 

lactate (3.6%) and sodium diacetate (0.25%), dip 

3. Sodium lactate (2%) and sodium diacetate (0.25%), raw product and potassium 

lactate (3.6%), dip 

4. Sodium lactate (2%) and sodium diacetate (0.25%), raw product and sodium 

lactate (3.6%), potassium lactate (3.6%) and sodium diacetate (0.25%), dip 

The positive control consisted of salt, sodium tripolyphosphate, and sodium nitrite, 

inoculated with LM, and dipped in sterile water; and the negative control also 

contained salt, sodium tripolyphosphate, and sodium nitrite, dipped in sterile water, 

but not inoculated.   

Listeria monocytogenes Growth 

 A streptomycin-resistant Listeria monocytogenes strain was plated on brain 

heart infusion (BHI) agar and obtained from Auburn University (Department of 

Poultry Science, Auburn University, Auburn, AL).  Colonies were transferred from the 

plates by a sterile disposable loop to 9 ml of brain heart infusion (BHI) broth and 

incubated at 37°C for 24 h.  This was completed for 20 tubes (16 x 100 mm Screw 

Top Test Tubes, VWR International Inc., Bristol, CT) (new sterile loop used each 

time).  Under a laminar flow hood, 400 μl glycerol (Omnipur, EMD Chemicals, Inc., 

Gibbstown, NJ) was pipetted into centrifuge tubes (Microcentrifuge Tubes, 1.5 ml Flat 
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Top, Midwest Scientific, Valley Park, MO) and 500 μl was transfered from the 

inoculated tubes and pipetted into the centrifuge tubes.  The centrifuge tubes were then 

placed in a -80°C freezer for subsequent use (Killinger-Mann 2005 and Carroll and 

others 2007).                             

Inoculum was prepared by removing the streptomycin-resistant Listeria 

monocytogenes strain from the freezer (–80°C).  The surface of growth was scraped 

with a sterile, disposable inoculating loop.  The bacteria were suspended in 10 ml of 

sterile BHI broth (Oxoid Ltd., Hampshire, UK) and incubated at 37°C overnight.  

Three replicate aliquots of 1.0 ml were taken from the culture tube and placed into 3 

separate 9 ml of fresh BHI broth, which was also incubated overnight at 37°C.  The 

cell suspension was enumerated by spread plating onto duplicate BHI agar plates 

(Difco, Fisher Scientific Co. LLC, Pittsburgh, PA), which were incubated overnight at 

37°C.  The cell suspension was determined to be 1.47 x 109 CFU/ml and 2.05 x 109 

CFU/ml for trials 1 and 2, respectively. 

Processing Ham Deli Loaves 

 Preceding the actual processing of the loaves, the trays, racks, and pans that 

were utilized in the study were autoclaved (522LS Gravity Steam Sterilizer, 

Getinge/Castle, Inc., Rochester, NY), for 30 min, at 121°C at 15 psi, followed by 

drying for 15 min.  A total of 13.61 kg of ham was supplied by the Texas Tech Meat 

Department, Lubbock, Texas.  Ingredients for the two control deli loaves and the four 

treated deli loaves were based on a 4.54 kg ham loaf.  Ingredients were as followed: 

• Salt (1.5%) (Morton Salt, Morton International Inc., Morton Salt, Chicago, IL) 
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• Sodium tripolyphosphate (0.45%) (Innophos, Cranbury, NJ) 

• Sodium nitrite (156 ppm) (A.C. Legg, Inc., Birmingham, AL) 

• Potassium lactate (2%) (60% w/w, City Chemical LLC., West Haven, CT) 

• Sodium lactate (2%) (60% w/w, Fisher Scientific Co. LLC., Pittsburgh, PA) 

• Sodium diacetate (0.25%) (Spectrum Chemical MFG. Corp. Gardena, CA) 

The pH (Accument AB15 Plus pH Meter, Fisher Scientific Inc., Rockford, IL) was 

obtained for the marinades and pre-marinated raw product.  Eighty percent of the total 

weight of the each loaf was cubed into 2.54 by 2.54 cm pieces and the remaining 20% 

was ground (MG 100-3 Waring Pro Meat Grinder, Waring Consumer Products, East 

Windsor, NJ) with a 7 mm blade.  After the lobes were cubed, they were tenderized 

(403U Hobart Tenderizer, Hobart Corp., Troy, Ohio) to allow for improved binding.  

The ground and cubed meat were marinated with the above raw ingredients separately 

by treatment in a vacuum tumbler (LT5 Koch Tumbler, Lance Industries, Allenton, 

WI) 4.54 to 13.61 kg, 40 RPM, 23 mm/hg, 2 h, 4°C.  After tumbling the loaves were 

stored at 4°C for 3 h in the cooler to allow the meat to equilibrate.  The pH of the raw 

product post-marination was obtained.  The loaves were then manually stuffed (F. 

Dick Tabletop Piston Stuffer, 13.61 kg capacity, Fredrick Dick Corp., Farmingdale, 

NY) by treatment into 10.16 cm diameter fibrous casings (EZ Peel Fibrous Casing, 

Viskase Companies, Inc., Willowbrook, IL) and cooked in a smokehouse (Appendix 

B: Table 11) to an internal temperature of 71°C.  The loaves were then cooled in a 

walk-in cooler to an internal temperature of 4°C, the casings were removed, and the 
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deli loaves were sliced (9512 12” Max Manual Meat Slicer, Univex Corp., Salem NH) 

into 2 mm portions.   

Microbiological Analysis 

The stock solution of LM innocula (109 CFU/ml) was diluted to 108 CFU/ml 

by pipetting 1 ml from the solution and placing it in a tube containing 9 ml of BHI 

broth.  Under a laminar flow hood the slices were inoculated by pipetting 10 μl of the 

stock solution (108 CFU/ml), which provided a 105 surface inoculum and spread with 

a sterile loop.  Slices were allowed to air dry (5 min) on sterile foil before dipping 

them into the post-cook dip.   

Four liters of each dip were prepared under the bench top hood and divided 

equally into eight beakers.  For the controls, 4 L of sterile water were also divided 

equally into eight beakers.  The pH and water activity (TH-500 Aw Sprint, Novasina, 

Pfäffikon, Switzerland) of the dips was determined prior to dipping the slices.  After 

dipping for 60 sec, the slices were left on sterile foil and allowed to air dry for 

approximately 15 to 20 min.  Three slices for every treatment were placed in 680.39 

kg whirl-pak bags (21 links per treatment, 7 bags per treatment, totaling 126 slices and 

42 bags) (Whirl-pak® Bags, Nasco, Fort Atkinson, WI) and placed at 4°C for 0, 7, 14, 

21, 28, 42, or 56 d prior to analysis.   

Non-inoculated negative control slices were dipped in sterile water, allowed to 

dry, and immediately placed at 4°C.  Positive control slices were inoculated with LM, 

allowed to dry 5 min, dipped in sterile water for 60 sec, allowed to dry for 

approximately 15 to 20 min, packaged in whirl-pak bags, and stored at 4°C.  The 
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treated loaves and positive and negative control loaves were tested for LM on day 0 

time point to ensure proper inoculation was attained.   

For each time point, one slice was placed in a filter stomacher bag (Filtered 

Homogenizer Bags, 3M, St. Paul, MN) with 50 ml of sterile phosphate buffered saline 

(PBS) (Pierce, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Rockford, IL) and homogenized (400 

Circulator Stomacher, Seward, England) for 2 min at 230 RPMs.  The samples were 

then further diluted, 1 ml into 9 ml of sterile PBS to obtain countable plates (25 to 

250).  Because the samples contained fat and meat chunks, they were filtered through 

a syringe (10-ml syringe, VWR International, Inc., Bristol, CT with a 1.2 μm filter, 

Minisart single-use syringe filter, sterile-EO, non-pyrogenic, Sartorius, Edgewood, 

NY) and dispensed into a sample cup before spiral plating.  By filtering the samples, 

the tubing in the spiral plater was less likely to clog.  The 1.2 μm filter allowed the 

solution and LM to be filtered through removing only the particles; therefore, not 

changing the colony counts.  Dilutions 1 and 4 were plated onto BHI agar with 1500 

mg/ml of Streptomycin Sulfate Salt (Sigma-Aldrich, Inc., St. Louis, MO) using a 

spiral plater (AP4000 Spiral Biotech, Automated Spiral Plater, Advanced Instrument, 

Inc., Norwood, MA) with a vacuum (VS2 Spiral Biotech, Vacuum Source, Advanced 

Instrument, Inc., Norwood, MA) according to manufacturers’ instructions.  Plates 

were incubated at 35°C for 48 h.  Resulting colonies were counted using an automated 

colony counter (530 Spiral Biotech Automatic Plate Counter, Advanced Instruments, 

Inc., Norwood, MA).     
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Statistical Analysis 

The experiment was repeated twice (2 trials) with 3 replications within each 

trial.  No significant replication X treatment or trial X treatment interactions were 

noted; therefore, the data were pooled by treatment and day. Data were analyzed by 

day using Proc GLM procedure of SAS (SAS Institute 1993).  Means were separated 

by Duncan’s Multiple Range test.  Significant differences among treatment groups 

were determined at a level of P<0.05.   

Results and Discussion 

Growth of microbial populations occurs in four phases:  lag, log, stationary, 

and decline phase.  The lag phase can be utilized to estimate the growth of a bacterium 

(Whiting and Bagi 2002).  Factors such as nutrient, pH, water activity, and 

temperature can influence the function of the cell, increasing or decreasing the lag 

phase (Ahamad and Marth 1990).  The lag phase for treatments containing potassium 

lactate (PL) with sodium (SL) and potassium lactate and sodium diacetate dip (SD) 

(PL – SL/PL/SD), sodium lactate and diacetate combined with potassium lactate dip 

(SL/SD - PL), and sodium lactate and diacetate with sodium and potassium lactate and 

sodium diacetate dip (SL/SD – SL/PL/SD) increased over the 56 days (Figure 3).  

Potassium lactate in the raw product and as a post-cook dip (PL - PL) extended the lag 

phase until day 14 and then the growth increased by day 21.  Thereafter, it increased 

by 0.5 log CFU/ml increments until finally reaching 8 log CFU/ml.  The trend for the 

PL – PL treatment was similar to that of the positive control.  The positive control 
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increased immediately with there being a 2 log difference between the treatment with 

PL - PL and the positive control (Figure 3).   

Studies have been conducted to determine the relationship between pH levels 

and organic acids on the growth of LM (Vasseur and others 1999).  It has been 

proposed that the inhibitory mechanisms include an intracellular acidification and a 

specific effect of the acid on metabolic activities (Vasseur and others 1999).  After 

studying intracellular pH and its effect on inhibiting LM, Ita and Hutkins (1991) 

concluded, that the efficiency of the treatments using organic acids was due to the 

non-dissociated fraction.  Therefore, the inhibitory effect of these acids can be related 

to their dissociation constant (pKa value) (Ita and Hutkins 1991).  Weak acids in their 

undissociated form have a greater permeability of the cell membrane and are more 

efficient against LM than stronger acids used at the same pH (Ita and Hutkins 1991 

and Vasseur and others 1999).  The effect of hydrochloric, acetic, and lactic acid on 

the growth of LM was tested by Vasseur and others (1999).  Hydrochloric acid totally 

dissociated while acetic acid had the highest concentration of undissociated acid (pKa 

= 4.76) with lactic acid as the lowest (pKa = 3.86).  Vasseur and others (1999) 

concluded that acetic acid had the highest inhibitory effect because of its ability to 

diffuse through the cell membrane.  Lactic acid could not penetrate the cell membrane 

resulting in a less inhibitory effect (Vasseur and others 1999). 

The growth characteristics of LM can also be affected by the product’s water 

activity.  It has been suggested that the suppressed bacterial growth in meat products 

containing lactates is caused by reduction in water activity (Debevere 1989).  When 
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lactate (2%) was added to pork pâté, the water activity was lowered from 0.959 to 

0.945 (Debevere 1989).  Ryser and Marth (1991) have reported that the organism has 

the ability to multiply at water activity as low as 0.92.  However, when observing the 

growth and survival of LM in liquid laboratory media, LM did not appear to grow at 

water activity less than 0.932 but survived at much lower water activity (Johnson and 

others 1988).  The water activity of the dips in the current study included 1.00, 0.87, 

and 0.80 (control (distilled water), PL (3.6%), and SL (3.6%), PL (3.6%), SD (0.25%), 

respectively).  Because of the low water activity, lactates could have a negative effect 

on the growth of LM.     

Because organic acids can penetrate the cell membrane of bacteria inhibiting 

their growth, they are incorporated in marinades of processed meats.  These organic 

acids are utilized in the raw product and as a post-cook dip to inhibit the growth of 

LM.  When the ham deli loaves were tested, there was a significant difference among 

the treatments and control on day 0.  Since the pathogen, at day 0 had not yet had a 

chance to proliferate, the difference was due to the initial load applied to the ham deli 

slices (Figure 4).  Throughout the 56 day time points, the negative control appeared to 

have no LM growth; therefore, prior to inoculating, the deli loaves did not contain 

LM.  Because there was no LM growth on the negative control loaves, it was not 

graphed.        

By day 7, the slices that contained the treatments were similar and the control 

increased by 2 CFU/ml (Figure 4).  The PL – SL/PL/SD treatment was similar to PL- 

PL and SL/SD – SL/PL/SD treatments but not to the SL/SD - PL treatment on day 14.  
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The positive control increased to 8 log CFU/ml.  On day 21, the treatment containing 

PL in the raw product and as the dip started to increase by 1 log each time point while 

the other treatments remained consistent and similar until day 42 (Figure 4).  

Stekelenburg (2003) along with other investigators conclude that when the organic 

acids are utilized individually, their ability to inhibit LM is not as significant as that of 

organic acid mixtures.  Stekelenburg (2003) reported similar results in the growth of 

LM in frankfurter sausage.  In a solution containing 2% to 3% lactae/diacetate 

mixture, almost full inhibition of LM was reached during 29 days at 4°C; whereas, 

some growth was observed in products that only contained potassium lactate 

(Stekelenburg 2003).    

After microbiological analysis on day 56, treatments containing PL – 

SL/PL/SD and SL/SD – SL/PL/SD had similar LM counts but these two treatments 

differed from the SL/SD – PL treatment.  Again the PL – PL treatment and the 

positive control were still increasing in LM growth (Figure 4).  The PL in the raw 

product and in the dip did not effectively inhibit the growth of LM.  The PL – 

SL/PL/SD treatment along with the SL/SD – SL/PL/SD treatment were best at 

preventing the growth; however, since the shelf-life of deli meat does not extend to 56 

days but rather 29 days under refrigerated conditions, it was concluded that these 

treatments plus the treatment containing SL/SD – PL were all similar and successfully 

suppressed the growth of LM (Figure 4) (Stekelenburg 2003).           

Vogel and others (2006) reported that 2 to 3% sodium lactate and 0.125 to 0.25 

% sodium diacetate either together or alone, in formulation or as a dipping solution 
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could control the growth of LM in cooked vacuum-packaged meats.  The growth of L. 

monocytogenes Scott A was also inhibited in cold-smoked salmon slices by potassium 

lactate and sodium diacetate combined (Vogel and others 2006).  Vogel and others 

(2006) stated that 2% potassium lactate plus 0.14% sodium diacetate, 3% potassium 

lactate plus 0.21% sodium diacetate, and 3% potassium lactate plus 0.21% sodium 

acetate were the most effective treatments.  During a 28 day storage at 10°C, these 

treatments completely inhibited growth of LM (Vogel and others 2006).   

At a pH of 5.5, 3.5% sodium lactate and 0.5% sodium acetate were added 

individually to cooked ham.  After microbial analysis, both organic acids inhibited 

growth of the pathogen strongly, but when the pH increased to 6.3, the individual 

acids only gave a small degree of inhibition (Blom and others 1997).  Because of these 

results, Blom and others (1997) applied a “hurdle” technique to the ham.  They 

combined 1.75% sodium lactate and 0.25% sodium acetate in the presence of 2.75% 

salt, which gave them complete growth inhibition in pH ranging from 5.5 to 6.3 (Blom 

and others 1997).  Throughout the entire 5 weeks of storage at 4°C, complete 

inhibition of LM was observed in the cooked, sliced ham formulated with the acid 

mixture while there was good growth of the pathogen in the control samples (Blom 

and others 1997).  The current study had similar results to the work of Blom and 

others (1997) because when combining multiple organic acids together at different 

stages of production with a salt content of 1.5%, the growth was prevented.  

When the potassium lactate was utilized individually, the inhibition was not as 

significant as the combined treatments; however, it still presented some preservation 
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when compared to the control.  In a study conducted Porto and others (2002), vacuum-

sealed packages of frankfurters provide a suitable environment for the growth of LM; 

therefore, they studied the effect that potassium lactate had, when added to vacuum-

sealed packages of frankfurters, on low levels of a five-strain mixture of LM.  

Pathogens in packages containing frankfurters with 2 or 3% potassium lactate were 

lower, regardless of the inoculation level, than those without potassium lactate (Porto 

and others 2002).  The product was inoculated with 20 CFU per package and 1.6 log 

CFU remained from the formulation with 2% potassium lactate, while 1.4 log CFU per 

package remained from the formulation with 3% over 90 days at 4°C (Porto and others 

2002).  The potassium lactate still had a listeriostatic effect at 2 and 3% during storage 

at 10°C when inoculated with 20 CFU per package (Porto and others 2002).   

In a study conducted by Glass and others (2002), lactates and diacetates were 

utilized as an intervention for LM through immersion and the formulations of wieners.  

The wieners were immersed in the lactates for 2 min before inoculation.  The sodium 

lactate (6%), sodium diacetate (3%), and sodium lactate (6%) combined with diacetate 

(3%) treatments did not significantly delay listerial growth compared with the growth 

on the untreated control (Glass and others 2002).  However, when the wieners were 

formulated with the organic acids, the growth of LM was inhibited.  The growth of 

LM increased after day 14 when the sodium lactate (1.32, 2.0, and 2.5%) was utilized 

individually.  With an increase in concentrate of the sodium lactate (3.0 and 3.5%), the 

inhibition increased (Glass and others 2002).  When the wiener formulation contained 
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sodium lactate and diacetate together at different concentrations, the lag phase was 

extended through day 60 on all treatments (Glass and others 2002).   

Conclusion 

Since LM has the ability to grow in wide pH ranges, acidification of foods with 

organic acids is important to lower the pH of the environment (Barker and Park 2001 

and Doyle 1999).  Also, lowering the water activity of the product with organic acids 

creates an environment that has an adverse effect on the microorganism (Debevere 

1989).  Therefore, by exposing LM to a “hurdle” combination of several additives 

such as organic acids, LM can be inhibited in RTE products (Juncher and others 2000 

and Marc and others 2002).   

The treatments containing PL – SL/PL/SD and SL/SD – SL/PL/SD were more 

effective at inhibiting LM growth than the other treatments.  However, when 

observing the shelf-life of deli meats the previous treatments plus the SL/SD – PL 

treatment inhibited the growth.  The treatment with PL in the raw product and as a 

post-cook dip did not inhibit the growth of LM; therefore, should not be utilized in the 

industry in ham deli loaves.  These lactates successfully suppressed the growth of LM 

by lowering the pH and water activity. 
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Figure 3:  Streptomycin-resistant Listeria monocytogenes (CFU/ml) sampled on day 0 
to 56 in ham deli loaves stored at 4°C when organic acids were applied in the raw 
product combined with a post-cook dip, a treatment 1: potassium lactate (2%) – 
potassium lactate (3.6%); b treatment 2: potassium lactate (2%) – sodium lactate 
(3.6%), potassium lactate (3.6%), and sodium diacetate (0.25%); c treatment 3: sodium 
lactate (2%) and sodium diacetate (0.25%) – potassium lactate (3.6%); d treatment 4: 
sodium lactate (2%) and sodium diacetate (0.25%) – sodium lactate (3.6%), potassium 
lactate (3.6%), and sodium diacetate (0.25%); e control +: inoculated control loaf 
dipped in distilled water. 
 
* Significant differences among treatments within each time point 
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Figure 4:  Least square means and standard error of the mean of streptomycin-resistant 
Listeria monocytogenes (CFU/ml) sampled on day 0 to 56 in ham deli loaves stored at 
4°C when organic acids were applied in the raw product combined with a post-cook 
dip, e treatment 1: potassium lactate (2%) – potassium lactate (3.6%); f treatment 2: 
potassium lactate (2%) – sodium lactate (3.6%), potassium lactate (3.6%), and sodium 
diacetate (0.25%); g treatment 3: sodium lactate (2%) and sodium diacetate (0.25%) – 
potassium lactate (3.6%); h treatment 4: sodium lactate (2%) and sodium diacetate 
(0.25%) – sodium lactate (3.6%), potassium lactate (3.6%), and sodium diacetate 
(0.25%); i control +: inoculated control loaf dipped in distilled water. 
 

a,b,c,d Least square means with different superscripts differ (P < 0.05) 
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CHAPTER V 

TURKEY DELI LOAVES 
Introduction 

Fresh food products of animal or plant origin can harbor LM.  This organism 

has been found in raw milk, soft cheese, fresh and frozen meat, poultry, seafood 

products, and on fruit and vegetable products (Jay 1996b).  Listeria monocytogenes is 

sensitive to heat treatment; therefore, cooking can inactivate the pathogen (Zhu and 

others 2005).  Because recontamination can occur post-processing due to handling, 

slicing, and packaging and since RTE products are usually not reheated before 

consumption, the presence of LM posses a concern in these products (Zhu and others 

2005 and CDC 2005). 

 Along with heat, low water activity and an acidic environment has an adverse 

effect on the growth of LM (Lahti and others 2001 and Zhu and others 2005).  In meat 

products, the bacterium grows well near or above pH 6.0; however, it grows poorly or 

not at all below pH 5.0 (Zhu and others 2005).  The organism also tolerates salt 

concentrations up to 10 percent and high nitrite concentrations (Zhu and others 2005 

and USDA 2003).  

Healthy adults are highly resistant to infection by LM, and there is little 

evidence that such individuals ever contract clinical listeriosis, the disease caused by 

infection of LM (Jay 1996b).  Individuals that do not fall under the category as 

healthy, for example, people with cancer, diabetes, AIDS, the elderly and newborns, 

have flu-like to gastrointestinal symptoms and can acquire meningitis, 
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meningoencephalitis, or encephalitis (Jay 1996b, Henning and Cutter 2001, O’Neil 

and Marquis 2006, and FDA/CFSAN 2006).  Pregnant females who contract the 

disease may not show any symptoms; however, abortions, premature births, or 

stillbirths are often consequences of listeriosis in pregnant females (Jay 1996b, Todar 

2003, and FDA/CFSAN 2003).   

Because of the concern for human health, the United States government 

designated LM as an adulterant (Jay 1996b).  This means that any RTE food that 

contains this organism can be considered adulterated and subject to recall (Jay 1996b).  

The United States Department of Agriculture Food Safety and Inspection Service 

(USDA-FSIS) has established a “zero-tolerance” policy for LM on RTE products 

because of the high fatality rate (20% in mild cases and 70% in severe cases) 

(Geornaras and others 2006, Schultze and others 2006, FDA/CFSAN 2006, and FSIS 

2003).   

The meat and poultry industries have incorporated intervention in their 

processing to meet the zero tolerance policy.  Some methods that are in effect include:  

new sanitation methods, in-package thermal pasteurization and irradiation, and 

antimicrobial additives (Zhu and others 2005).  Antimicrobial additives such as 

organic acids are utilized in the marinades of the products to enhance flavor, increase 

tenderness, and prolong the shelf-life of meat products (Xargayo and others 2001).  

Sodium and potassium lactate and sodium diacetate are incorporated in marinades as 

safety hurdles to prevent the growth of some pathogenic bacteria (De Vegt 1999).  

These lactates lower the water activity and pH and interfere with the metabolism of 
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the bacteria (De Vegt 1999).  It has been proposed that the inhibitory mechanisms 

consist of:  an intracellular acidification (lost of homeostasis) and a specific effect of 

the acid (non-dissociated form) on metabolic activities (Vasseur and others 1999).   

Since the increase in 2000 with the launch of more poultry-based lunchmeats 

and in 2001 sliced lunchmeat accounting for one third of all breakfast and sandwich 

meat sales, inhibition of LM in RTE products is of significant importance (Roberts 

2002).  Currently processors are utilizing organic acids in marinades to inhibit the 

growth of LM; however, there has been no validation on exposing LM to a “hurdle” 

combination.  The objective of this research was to determine the effect of common 

marinade ingredients along with organic acids in the raw state in combination with 

organic acid dips post-processing on the growth of LM.  If these treatments (organic 

acids in the raw product and as a post-cook dip) decrease or prevent LM growth, then 

utilization of this multi-hurdle approach can provide the industry with a method to 

maintain zero tolerance of LM. 

Materials and Methods 

The concentrations of the salt (1.5%) and sodium tripolyphosphate (0.45%), 

which were used in every treatment, were based on industry control.  Lactates were 

combined in the raw product and as a post-cook dip for a multi-hurdle approach to 

determine their effect on the growth of LM on turkey deli loaves.  The treatments 

consisted of:  

1. Potassium lactate (2%), raw product and sodium lactate (3.6%) and sodium 

diacetate (0.25%), dip 
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2. Potassium lactate (2%), raw product and sodium lactate (3.6%), potassium 

lactate (3.6%) and sodium diacetate (0.25%), dip 

3. Sodium lactate (2%), raw product and sodium lactate (3.6%) and sodium 

diacetate (0.25%), dip 

4. Sodium lactate (2%), raw product and sodium lactate (3.6%), potassium lactate 

(3.6%) and sodium diacetate (0.25%), dip 

The positive control consisted of salt and sodium tripolyphosphate, inoculated with 

LM, and dipped in sterile water; and the negative control also contained salt and 

sodium tripolyphosphate, dipped in sterile water, but not inoculated.   

Listeria monocytogenes Growth 

 A streptomycin-resistant Listeria monocytogenes strain was plated on brain 

heart infusion (BHI) agar and sent by Auburn University (Department of Poultry 

Science, Auburn University, Auburn, AL).  Colonies were transferred from the plates 

by a sterile disposable loop to 9 ml of brain heart infusion (BHI) broth and incubated 

at 37°C for 24 h.  This was completed for 20 tubes (16 x 100 mm Screw Top Test 

Tubes, VWR International Inc., Bristol, CT) (new sterile loop used each time).  Under 

a laminar flow hood, 400 μl glycerol (Omnipur, EMD Chemicals, Inc., Gibbstown, 

NJ) was pipetted into centrifuge tubes (Microcentrifuge Tubes, 1.5 ml Flat Top, 

Midwest Scientific, Valley Park, MO) and 500 μl was transferred from the inoculated 

tubes and pipetted into the centrifuge tubes.  The centrifuge tubes were then placed in 

a -80°C freezer for subsequent use (Killinger-Mann 2005 and Carroll and others 

2007). 
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Inoculum was prepared by removing the streptomycin-resistant Listeria 

monocytogenes strain from the freezer (–80°C).  The surface of growth was scraped 

with a sterile, disposable inoculating loop.  The bacteria were suspended in 10 ml of 

sterile BHI broth (Oxoid Ltd., Hampshire, UK) and incubated at 37°C overnight.  

Three replicate aliquots of 1.0 ml were taken from the culture tube and placed into 3 

separate 9 ml of fresh BHI broth, which was also incubated overnight at 37°C.  The 

cell suspension was enumerated by spread plating onto duplicate BHI agar plates 

(Difco, Fisher Scientific Co. LLC, Pittsburgh, PA), which were incubated overnight at 

37°C.  The cell suspension was determined to be 1.47 x 109 CFU/ml and 2.05 x 109 

CFU/ml for trials 1 and 2, respectively.            

Processing Turkey Deli Loaves 

 Preceding the actual processing of the loaves, the trays, racks, and pans that 

were utilized in the study were autoclaved (522LS Gravity Steam Sterilizer, 

Getinge/Castle, Inc., Rochester, NY), for 30 min, at 121°C at 15 psi, followed by 

drying for 15 min.  A total of 22.68 kg of boneless turkey breasts were purchased from 

Patuxent Farms, Columbia, MD.  Ingredients for the two control deli loaves and the 

four treated deli loaves were based on a 4.54 kg turkey loaf.  Ingredients were as 

followed: 

• Salt (1.5%) (Morton Salt, Morton International Inc., Morton Salt, Chicago, IL) 

• Sodium tripolyphosphate (0.45%) (Innophos, Cranbury, NJ) 

• Potassium lactate (2%) (60% w/w, City Chemical LLC., West Haven, CT) 

• Sodium lactate (2%) (60% w/w, Fisher Scientific Co. LLC., Pittsburgh, PA) 
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The pH (Accument AB15 Plus pH Meter, Fisher Scientific Inc., Rockford, IL) was 

obtained for the marinades and pre-marinated raw product.  Eighty percent of the total 

weight of the each loaf was cubed into 2.54 by 2.54 cm pieces and the remaining 20% 

was ground (MG 100-3 Waring Pro Meat Grinder, Waring Consumer Products, East 

Windsor, NJ) with a 7 mm blade.  The ground and cubed meat were marinated with 

the above raw ingredients separately by treatment in a vacuum tumbler (LT5 Koch 

Tumbler, Lance Industries, Allenton, WI) 4.54 to 13.61 kg, 40 RPM, 23 mm/hg, 1 h, 

4°C.  After tumbling the loaves were stored at 4°C for 3 h in the cooler to allow the 

meat to equilibrate.  The pH of the raw product post-marination was obtained.  The 

loaves were then manually stuffed (F. Dick Tabletop Piston Stuffer, 13.61 kg capacity, 

Fredrick Dick Corp., Farmingdale, NY) by treatment into 10.16 cm fibrous casings 

(EZ Peel Fibrous Casing, Viskase Companies, Inc., Willowbrook, IL) and cooked in a 

smokehouse (Appendix B: Table 12) to an internal temperature of 71°C.  The loaves 

were then cooled in a walk-in cooler to an internal temperature of 4°C, the casings 

were removed, and the deli loaves were sliced (9512 12” Max Manual Meat Slicer, 

Univex Corp., Salem NH) into 2 mm portions.   

Microbiological Analysis 

The stock solution of LM innocula (1010 CFU/ml) for trial 1 was diluted to 108 

CFU/ml by pipetting 1 ml from the solution and placing it in a tube containing 9 ml of 

BHI broth.  This was completed twice to receive the acquired concentration.  Under a 

laminar flow hood the slices were inoculated by pipetting 10 μl of the stock solution 

(108 CFU/ml), which provided a 104 surface inoculum and spread with a sterile loop.  
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For trial 2, the same procedure was completed when diluting the stock solution; 

however, the solution was only diluted to have a final concentration of 109 CFU/ml, 

which provided a 105 surface inoculum.  The inoculum was spread with a sterile loop.  

Slices were allowed to air dry (5 min) on sterile foil before dipping them into the post-

cook dip.     

Four liters of each dip were prepared under the bench top hood and divided 

equally into eight beakers.  For the controls, 4 L of sterile water were also divided 

equally into eight beakers.  The pH and water activity (TH-500 Aw Sprint, Novasina, 

Pfäffikon, Switzerland) of the dips was determined prior to dipping the slices.  After 

dipping for 60 sec, the slices were left on sterile foil and allowed to air dry for 

approximately 15 to 20 min.  Three slices for every treatment were placed in 680.39 g 

whirl-pak bags (21 links per treatment, 7 bags per treatment, totaling 126 slices and 42 

bags) (Whirl-pak® Bags, Nasco, Fort Atkinson, WI) and placed at 4°C for 0, 7, 14, 21, 

28, 42, or 56 d prior to analysis.   

Non-inoculated negative control slices were dipped in sterile water, allowed to 

dry, and immediately placed at 4°C.  Positive control slices were inoculated with LM, 

allowed to dry 5 min, dipped in sterile water for 60 sec, allowed to dry for 

approximately 15 to 20 min, packaged in whirl-pak bags, and stored at 4°C.  The 

treated loaves and positive and negative control loaves were tested for LM on day 0 

time point to ensure proper inoculation was attained.   

For each time point, one slice was placed in a filter stomacher bag (Filtered 

Homogenizer Bags, 3M, St. Paul, MN) with 50 ml of sterile phosphate buffered saline 
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(PBS) (Pierce, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Rockford, IL) and homogenized (400 

Circulator Stomacher, Seward, England) for 2 min at 230 RPMs.  The samples were 

then further diluted, 1 ml into 9 ml of sterile PBS to obtain countable plates (25 to 

250).  Because the samples contained fat and meat pieces, they were filtered through a 

syringe (10-ml syringe, VWR International, Inc., Bristol, CT with a 1.2 μm filter, 

Minisart single-use syringe filter, sterile-EO, non-pyrogenic, Sartorius, Edgewood, 

NY) and dispensed into a sample cup before spiral plating.  By filtering the samples, 

the tubing in the spiral plater was less likely to clog.  The 1.2 μm filter allowed the 

solution and LM to be filtered through removing only the particles; therefore, not 

changing the colony counts.  Dilutions 1 and 4 were plated onto BHI agar with 1500 

mg/ml of Streptomycin Sulfate Salt (Sigma-Aldrich, Inc., St. Louis, MO) using a 

spiral plater (AP4000 Spiral Biotech, Automated Spiral Plater, Advanced Instrument, 

Inc., Norwood, MA) with a vacuum (VS2 Spiral Biotech, Vacuum Source, Advanced 

Instrument, Inc., Norwood, MA) according to manufacturers’ instructions.  Plates 

were incubated at 35°C for 48 h.  Resulting colonies were counted using an automated 

colony counter (530 Spiral Biotech Automatic Plate Counter, Advanced Instruments, 

Inc., Norwood, MA).     

Statistical Analysis 

The experiment was repeated twice (2 trials) with 3 replications within each 

trial.  No significant replication X treatment or trial X treatment interactions were 

noted; therefore, the data were pooled by treatment and day.  Data were analyzed by 

day using Proc GLM procedure of SAS (SAS Institute 1993).  Means were separated 
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by Duncan’s Multiple Range test.  Significant differences among treatment groups 

were determined at a level of P<0.05.   

Results and Discussion 

The growth of a bacterium can be estimated by the lag phase duration (Whiting 

and Bagi 2002).  Lag, log, stationary, and decline are the four phases of microbial 

growth.  The lag phase for each treatment applied to the turkey deli loaves increased 

over the 56 days.  On the other hand, LM growth for the control increased 

approximately 1 log between each 7-day time point until it reached its stationary phase 

at day 21 (Figure 5).  Buchanan and others (1993) concluded after observing the effect 

of acidulants on LM growth, that when using organic acids the inhibition of LM is 

enhanced (Buchanan and others 1993).  Ahamad and Marth (1990) conducted a study 

determining the effect of acid injury to LM in solutions of acetic, citric, and lactic 

acid.  Over the 20-day study, it was concluded that acetic acid decreased the growth of 

LM followed by lactic and then citric acid.  By injuring the cell, they are unable to 

proliferate under specific conditions (Ahamad and Marth 1990).   

When lactates are used in meat products, the pH is lowered creating an 

environment that has an adverse effect on the growth of LM (Doyle 1999).  The 

adverse pH affects two aspects of a respiring microbial cell:  the functioning of its 

enzymes and the transport of nutrients into the cell (Jay 1996a).  The bacterial cell 

tends to have a residual negative charge, allowing nonionized compounds to enter 

cells; whereas, ionized compounds cannot (Jay 1996a).  At neutral or alkaline pH, 
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organic acids do not enter, while at acid pH values, these compounds are nonionized 

and can enter the negatively charged cells (Jay 1996a).    

Organic acids are more efficient in their non-dissociated form and can be 

correlated with their dissociation constant (pKa value).  Weak acids in their 

undissociated form have a greater permeability of the cell (Ita and Hutkins 1991).  A 

study was conducted by Vasseur and others (1999) on the effect of hydrochloric, 

acetic, and lactic acid on the growth of five strains of LM.  The hydrochloric acid 

totally dissociated in aqueous environments.  Acetic acid had the highest concentration 

of undissociated acid (pKa = 4.76), while lactic acid had the lowest (pKa = 3.86).  A 

weak acid with the highest pKa value, which was acetic acid in this study, was more 

efficient against LM than a stronger hydrochloric acid used at the same pH (Vasseur 

and others 1999).  Acetic acid had the highest inhibitory effect because of its ability to 

diffuse through the cell membrane, which is permeable to non-dissociated weak acids 

(Vasseur and others 1999).  Lactic acid could not passively penetrate the cell 

membrane resulting in a decreased inhibitory effect (Vasseur and others 1999).  

Sodium diacetate, a common organic acid utilized in formulations and dips in meat 

and poultry products, has pKa value of 3.58 (Benjamin 1998 and Berg and others 

2002).  Lactic acid utilized in the current study in the raw product and in the dip was 

able to penetrate the cell membrane inhibiting the growth of LM.  For each treatment 

that contained weak organic acids, the lag phase was increased throughout the testing 

time points.   
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Lactates when added to meat and poultry products, lowers the water activity 

and suppresses bacterial growth (Debevere 1989).  The water activity of pork pâté was 

observed after the addition of different lactates (Debevere 1989).  It was concluded 

that by adding lactates (2%) to the product the water activity was lowered from 0.959 

to 0.945 (Debevere 1989).  Ryser and Marth (1991) reported that LM has the ability to 

multiply at water activity as low as 0.920.  However, when observing the growth and 

survival of LM in liquid laboratory media, LM did not appear to grow at water activity 

less than 0.932 but survived at much lower water activity (Johnson and others 1988).  

In this study, the water activity of the control (distilled water), SL (3.6%) and SD 

(0.25%), and SL (3.6%), PL (3.6%), and SD (0.25%) post-cook dips were 1.00, 0.85, 

and 0.80, respectively.  Since the lactate dips have such a low water activity, these 

dips could have a negative effect on the growth of LM. 

 The control on day 0 was not similar to the treated slices because during 

microbiological analysis for trial one, the surface inoculum for the control was only 

103 CFU/ml when it should have been 105 CFU/ml (Figure 5).  When trial 1 and 2 

were pooled because there was no interaction, the initial load of LM was the factor on 

the low growth for day 0 for the control.  At the next time point, however, the growth 

for the control increased significantly, which was expected.  Throughout the 56 day 

time points, the negative control appeared to have no LM growth; therefore, the 

negative control loaves were not graphed.   

The treated samples were similar for testing days 7 and 14 (Figure 5).  On day 

21 the samples, which contained potassium lactate (PL) with sodium lactate (SL) and 
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diacetate (SD) dip (PL – SL/SD), potassium lactate with sodium and potassium lactate 

and sodium diacetate dip (PL – SL/PL/SD), sodium lactate formulated in the raw 

product and sodium lactate and diacetate in the dip (SL – SL/SD), and sodium lactate 

in the raw product with sodium and potassium lactate and sodium diacetate in the dip 

(SL – SL/PL/SD), were not significantly different (Figure 5).  Similar results were 

reported in Sallam (2007) when organic salts of sodium acetate, lactate, and citrate 

possessed antibacterial activities against various foodborne pathogens, one being LM.  

Sliced salmon was dipped in 2.5% aqueous solution of sodium acetate, sodium lactate, 

and sodium citrate.  These dips significantly delayed the microbial growth and 

extended the shelf-life of the product up to 15, 12, and 12 day, respectively (Sallam 

2007).  There was no significant difference between the salts; however, the acetate 

treated obtained a 0.74 and 0.89 log lower than that of lactate and citrate treated, 

respectively (Sallam 2007).  It was concluded that sodium acetate, sodium lactate, and 

sodium citrate could be utilized as safe organic preservatives for fish under 

refrigerated storage (Sallam 2007).     

The control reached its stationary phase at 8.5 CFU/ml by day 21.  The growth 

of LM on the control slices slightly fluctuated staying relatively stationary on the 

following (day 28, 41, and 56) time points (Figure 5).  The results for the treated slices 

did not differ throughout the time points, resulting in all four treatments inhibiting the 

growth of LM (Figure 5).  This confirms that the addition of organic acids (weak 

acids) in foods is a beneficial food preservation technique.  When weak acids are 

incorporated into the product, the pH is lowered causing an increase in amount of 
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undissociated acid, which has a greater ability to penetrate the cell membrane and 

inhibit the growth of LM (Marc and others 2002 and Vasseur and others 1999).   

In a study conducted by Vogel and others (2006), cold-smoked salmon was 

injected with a brine solution, which contained potassium lactate and sodium acetate 

or potassium lactate and sodium diacetate with a low NaCl concentration.  The fillets 

were inoculated with 103 CFU/g of LM (Vogel and others 2006).  The brine solution 

that contained 2.1% potassium lactate plus 0.12% sodium diacetate prevented the 

growth of LM that was stored at 10°C (Vogel and others 2006).  However, a lower 

concentration of the above lactates (1.9% and 0.09% respectively) did not prevent 

growth of LM, but resulted in slightly slower growth when compared to the control 

samples (Vogel and others 2006).  These findings are similar to those of pork bologna 

or frankfurters when the same combinations and concentrations of the two 

preservatives were used (Vogel and others 2006). 

Combinations of sodium lactate and sodium diacetate were part of the 

formulation for wieners and bratwurst and also utilized as a surface treatment for 

wieners to determine their ability to control the growth of LM (Glass and others 2002).  

Glass and others (2002) reported that sodium lactate alone or in combination with 

sodium diacetate prevented the growth of LM on the surface of smoked wieners and 

cooked bratwurst when utilized in the formulation of the product.  The antimicrobial 

activity of the combination of the two is enhanced in cured, smoked products.  Sodium 

lactate (3.4%) and sodium diacetate (0.1%) delayed the growth for 84 days in the 

smoked wieners (Glass and others 2002).  When using sodium lactate and sodium 
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diacetate together, at lower concentration (≥1.0% and ≥0.1%, respectively), the 

surface growth of LM on smoked wieners was inhibited for 60 days at 4.5°C (Glass 

and others 2002).  The lag phase was increased, but listerial growth was not prevented 

when 2.5% lactate or 0.1% diacetate was utilized alone (Glass and others 2002).  

Surface treatments of cooked meat products were studied because this method delivers 

the antimicrobial agents at the point of contamination, after chilling and before 

packaging (Glass and others 2002). 

Conclusion 

Listeria monocytogenes is problematic in the food industry because it is able to 

grow and survive under diverse condition (Marc and others 2002).  That is why 

monitoring LM in chilled, prepared food products is important.  By exposing LM to a 

“hurdle” combination of several additives, LM can be inhibited in products without 

negatively affecting the quality (Juncher and others 2000 and Marc and others 2002).  

In this study, a multi-hurdle approach, organic acids in the raw product and as a post-

cook dip, significantly inhibited the growth of LM.   

In conclusion, the treatments that contained the organic acids extended the lag 

phase increasing the shelf-life of the turkey deli loaves.  The treatments were not 

significantly different; therefore, utilizing these lactate combinations in the industry 

can help prevent the growth of LM.  Further studies should be completed comparing 

the inhibitory effect of a SL/SD treatment, SL/SA treatment, and SL/SD/SA treatment.   
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Figure 5:  Least square means and standard error of the mean of streptomycin-resistant 
Listeria monocytogenes (CFU/ml) sampled on day 0 to 56 in turkey deli loaves stored 
at 4°C when organic acids were applied in the raw product combined with a post-cook 
dip, c treatment 1: potassium lactate (2%) – sodium lactate (3.6%) and sodium 
diacetate (0.25%); d treatment 2: potassium lactate (2%) – sodium lactate (3.6%), 
potassium lactate (3.6%), and sodium diacetate (0.25%), e treatment 3: sodium lactate 
(2%) – sodium lactate (3.6%) and sodium diacetate (0.25%); f treatment 4: sodium 
lactate (2%) – sodium lactate (3.6%), potassium lactate (3.6%), and sodium diacetate 
(0.25%); g control +: inoculated control loaf dipped in distilled water.  
 

a,b Least square means with different superscripts differ (P < 0.05) 
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APPENDIX A 

EXTENDED DATA TABLES 
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Figure 6:  Streptomycin-resistant Listeria monocytogenes (CFU/ml) sampled on day 0 
to 56 in turkey deli loaves stored at 4°C when organic acids were applied in the raw 
product combined with a post-cook dip, a treatment 1: potassium lactate (2%) – 
sodium lactate (3.6%) and sodium diacetate (0.25%); b treatment 2: potassium lactate 
(2%) – sodium lactate (3.6%), potassium lactate (3.6%), and sodium diacetate 
(0.25%); c treatment 3: sodium lactate (2%) – sodium lactate (3.6%) and sodium 
diacetate (0.25%); d treatment 4: sodium lactate (2%) – sodium lactate (3.6%), 
potassium lactate (3.6%), and sodium diacetate (0.25%), e control +: inoculated 
control loaf dipped in distilled water.



 

 

Table 1:  Least square means and standard error of the mean of streptomycin-resistant Listeria monocytogenes (CFU/ml) 
sampled on day 0 to 56 in beef frankfurters stored at 4°C when organic acids were applied in the raw product combined with a 
post-cook dip. 
Treatments Day 0 Day 7 Day 14 Day 21 Day 28 Day 42 Day 56 
1d 4.44a ± 0.13 4.54a ± 0.19 4.15b ± 0.06 4.16a ± 0.15 3.93b ± 0.19 3.80b ± 0.15 3.11b ± 0.29 
2e 4.37ab ± 0.12 4.44a ± 0.09 4.42ab ± 0.11 4.02a ± 0.15 4.07b ± 0.13 3.53b ± 0.10 1.90b ± 0.03 
3f 4.26ab ± 0.11 4.27a ± 0.16 3.67c ± 0.12 1.40b ± 0.11 < 1.00c < 1.00c < 1.00c 
4g 4.22b ± 0.12 4.22a ± 0.15 3.71c ± 0.13 1.70b ± 0.10 < 1.00c < 1.00c < 1.00c 
Control +h 4.31ab ± 0.10 4.51a ± 0.17 4.63a ± 0.17 4.57a ± 0.12 4.56a ± 0.10 4.64a ± 0.06 5.70a ± 0.12 
Salt (1.5%), STPP (0.45%), sodium (Na) nitrite (156 ppm), and frankfurter seasoning (6.25% per 11.34 kg) were added in all 
formulations 

a,b,c Least square means within a column with different superscripts differ (P < 0.05) 

d Treatment 1: potassium lactate (2%) – sodium lactate (3.6%)  
e Treatment 2: potassium lactate (2%) – sodium lactate (3.6%) and sodium diacetate (0.25%) 
f Treatment 3: sodium lactate (2%) and sodium diacetate (0.25%) – sodium lactate (3.6%) 
g Treatment 4: sodium lactate (2%) and sodium diacetate (0.25%) – sodium lactate (3.6%) and sodium diacetate (0.25%) 
h Control +: inoculated control loaf dipped in distilled water 
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Table 2:  Least square means and standard error of the mean of streptomycin-resistant Listeria monocytogenes (CFU/ml) 
sampled on day 0 to 56 in ham deli loaves stored at 4°C when organic acids were applied in the raw product combined with a 
post-cook dip. 
Treatments Day 0 Day 7 Day 14 Day 21 Day 28 Day 42 Day 56 
1e 4.65ab ± 0.14 4.88b ± 0.23  4.87bc ± 0.23 6.43b ± 0.14 7.15b ± 0.13 7.45b ± 0.13 8.32b ± 0.16 
2f 4.76a ± 0.16    4.86b ± 0.12  5.33b ± 0.19 4.81c ± 0.16 4.78c ± 0.13 4.62c ± 0.10 4.15d ± 0.14 
3g 4.26ab ± 0.17 4.48b ± 0.13  4.68c ± 0.14 4.74c ± 0.16 4.63c ± 0.14 4.68c ± 0.16 4.58c ± 0.19 
4h 4.69ab ± 0.16 4.93b ± 0.21  4.83bc ± 0.13 5.04c ± 0.14 4.81c ± 0.09 5.19c ± 0.15 4.13d ± 0.17 
Control +i 4.00b ± 0.16 6.48a ± 0.08  8.25a ± 0.15 8.53a ± 0.17 9.12a ± 0.10 9.32a ± 0.11 9.17a ± 0.10 
Salt (1.5%), STPP (0.45%), and sodium (Na) nitrite (156 ppm) were added in all formulations 

a,b,c,d Least square means within a column with different superscripts differ (P < 0.05) 

e Treatment 1: potassium lactate (2%) – potassium lactate (3.6%)  
f Treatment 2: potassium lactate (2%)  – sodium lactate (3.6%), potassium lactate(3.6%), and sodium diacetate (0.25%) 
g Treatment 3: sodium lactate (2%) and sodium diacetate (0.25%) – potassium lactate (3.6%),  
h Treatment 4: sodium lactate(2%) and sodium diacetate (0.25%) – sodium lactate (3.6%), potassium lactate (3.6%), and 
sodium diacetate (0.25%) 
i Control + - inoculated control loaf dipped in distilled water 
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Table 3:  Least square means and standard error of the mean of streptomycin-resistant Listeria monocytogenes (CFU/ml) 
sampled on day 0 to 56 in turkey deli loaves stored at 4°C when organic acids were applied in the raw product combined with a 
post-cook dip. 
Treatments Day 0 Day 7 Day 14 Day 21 Day 28 Day 42 Day 56 
1c  4.16a ± 0.14 4.22b ± 0.13  4.25b ± 0.18 4.31b ± 0.10 4.34b ± 0.14 4.26b ± 0.18 4.43b ± 0.08 
2d  4.32a ± 0.15   4.31b ± 0.14  4.39b ± 0.15 4.24b± 0.11 4.32b ± 0.11 4.31b ± 0.12 4.27b ± 0.14 
3e 4.47a ± 0.12 4.63b ± 0.11  4.54b ± 0.12 4.46b ± 0.11 4.51b ± 0.10 4.36b ± 0.09 4.22b ± 0.13 
4f 4.24a ± 0.15 4.33b ± 0.14  4.24b ± 0.09 4.34b ± 0.09 4.39b ± 0.15 4.16b ± 0.16 4.06b ± 0.15 
Control +g  3.29b ± 0.16 5.32a ± 0.14  7.95a ± 0.11 8.68a ± 0.11 8.59a ± 0.15 8.69a ± 0.04 8.45a ± 0.14 
Salt (1.5%) and STPP (0.45%) were added in all formulations 

a,b Least square means within a column with different superscripts differ (P < 0.05) 

c Treatment 1: potassium lactate (2%) – sodium lactate (3.6%) and sodium diacetate (0.25%) 
d Treatment 2: potassium lactate (2%)  – sodium lactate (3.6%), potassium lactate (3.6%), and sodium diacetate (0.25%) 
e Treatment 3: sodium lactate (2%) – sodium lactate (3.6%)  and sodium diacetate (0.25%) 
f Treatment 4: sodium lactate (2%)  – sodium lactate (3.6%), potassium lactate (3.6%), and sodium diacetate (0.25%) 
gControl + - inoculated control loaf dipped in distilled water 
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Table 4:  Formulation for the marinade ingredients and post-cook dip for beef 
frankfurters. 
Treatments Antimicrobial in formulation Post-cook dip 
1 PLb (2%) SL (3.6%) 
2 PL (2%) SL (3.6%), SD (0.25%) 
3 SLc (2%), SDd (0.25%) SL (3.6%) 
4 SL (2%), SD (0.25%) SL (3.6%), SD (0.25%) 
Controlsa Salte (1.5%), STPPf (0.45%), 

Na nitriteg (156 ppm), 
Seasoningh (6.25%/11.34 kg) 

Distilled water 

Salt (1.5%), STPP (0.45%), sodium (Na) nitrite (156 ppm), and frankfurter seasoning 
(6.25% per 11.34 kg) were added in all formulations 
a Positive (inoculated) and negative (non-inoculated) control 
b Potassium lactate (PL), 60% w/w, City Chemical LLC., West Haven, CT 
c Sodium lactate (SL), 60% w/w, Fisher Scientific Co. LLC., Pittsburgh, PA 
d Sodium diacetate, Spectrum Chemical MFG. Corp. Gardena, CA 
e Salt, Morton Salt, Morton International Inc., Morton Salt, Chicago, IL 
f Sodium tripolyphosphate, Innophos, Cranbury, NJ 
g Sodium nitrite, A.C. Legg, Inc., Birmingham, AL 
h Frankfurter seasoning, A.C. Legg, Inc., Birmingham, AL 
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Table 5:  Formulation for the marinade ingredients and post-cook dip for ham deli 
loaves. 
Treatments Antimicrobial in formulation Post-cook dip 
1 PLb (2%) PL (3.6%) 
2 PL (2%) SL (3.6%), PL (3.6%), SD (0.25%) 
3 SLc (2%), SDd (0.25%) PL (3.6%) 
4 SL (2%), SD (0.25%) SL (3.6%), PL (3.6%), SD (0.25%) 
Controlsa Salte (1.5%), STPPf (0.45%), 

Na nitriteg (156 ppm) 
Distilled water 

Salt (1.5%), STPP (0.45%), and sodium (Na) nitrite (156 ppm) were added in all 
formulations 
a Positive (inoculated) and negative (non-inoculated) control 
b Potassium lactate (PL), 60% w/w, City Chemical LLC., West Haven, CT 
c Sodium lactate (SL), 60% w/w, Fisher Scientific Co. LLC., Pittsburgh, PA 
d Sodium diacetate, Spectrum Chemical MFG. Corp. Gardena, CA 
e Salt, Morton Salt, Morton International Inc., Morton Salt, Chicago, IL 
f Sodium tripolyphosphate, Innophos, Cranbury, NJ 
g Sodium nitrite, A.C. Legg, Inc., Birmingham, AL 
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Table 6:  Formulation for the marinade ingredients and post-cook dip for turkey deli 
loaves. 
Treatments Antimicrobial in formulation Post-cook dip 
1 PLb (2%) SL (3.6%), SDf (0.25%) 
2 PL (2%) SL (3.6%), PL (3.6%), SD (0.25%) 
3 SLc (2%) SL (3.6%), SD (0.25%) 
4 SL (2%) SL (3.6%), PL (3.6%), SD (0.25%) 
Controlsa Saltd (1.5%), STPPe (0.45%) Distilled water 
Salt (1.5%) and STPP (0.45%) were added in all formulations 
a Positive (inoculated) and negative (non-inoculated) control 
b Potassium lactate (PL), 60% w/w, City Chemical LLC., West Haven, CT 
c Sodium lactate (SL), 60% w/w, Fisher Scientific Co. LLC., Pittsburgh, PA 
d Salt, Morton Salt, Morton International Inc., Morton Salt, Chicago, IL 
e Sodium tripolyphosphate, Innophos, Cranbury, NJ 
f Sodium diacetate, Spectrum Chemical MFG. Corp. Gardena, CA 
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Table 7:  Marinade solution pH, pre- and post-marination pHs of the raw beef 
frankfurters, and dip solution pH and Aw for the control and treatments. 
Treatments Solution pH Pre-marination 

pH 
Post-

marination pH 
Solution Aw 

Ingredients     
    PLa 6.95 5.61 5.80  
    SL/SDb 4.97 6.08 6.06  
    Controlc 7.00 5.68 5.62  
Dips     
    SLd 6.25   0.86 
    SL/SDe 5.32   0.85 
    Controlf 7.00   1.00 
a Potassium lactate (2%), salt (1.5%), STPP (0.45%), sodium nitrite (156 ppm), 
frankfurter seasoning (6.25% per 11.34 kg), and water 
b Sodium lactate (2%), sodium diacetate (0.25%), salt (1.5%), STPP (0.45%), sodium 
nitrite (156 ppm), frankfurter seasoning (6.25% per 11.34 kg), and water 
c Salt (1.5%), STPP (0.45%), sodium nitrite (156 ppm), frankfurter seasoning (6.25% 
per 11.34 kg), and water 
d  Sodium lactate (3.6%) and water 
e Sodium lactate (3.6%), sodium diacetate (0.25%), and water 
f Distilled water 
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Table 8:  Marinade solution pH, pre- and post-marination pHs of the raw ham deli 
loaves, and dip solution pH and Aw for the control and treatments. 
Treatments Solution pH Pre-marination 

pH 
Post-

marination pH 
Solution Aw 

Ingredients     
    PLa 8.07 5.70 6.15  
    SL/SDb 5.50 5.70 5.90  
    Controlc 8.20 5.70 6.15  
Dips     
    PLd 6.35   0.87 
    SL/PL/SDe 5.63   0.80 
    Controlf 7.00   1.00 
a Potassium lactate (2%), salt (1.5%), STPP (0.45%), sodium nitrite (156 ppm), and 
water 
b Sodium lactate (2%), sodium diacetate (0.25%), salt (1.5%), STPP (0.45%), sodium 
nitrite (156 ppm), and water 
c Salt (1.5%), STPP (0.45%), sodium nitrite (156 ppm), and water 
d  Potassium lactate (3.6%) and water 
e Sodium lactate (3.6%), potassium lactate (3.6%), sodium diacetate (0.25%), and 
water 
f Distilled water 
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Table 9:  Marinade solution pH, pre- and post-marination pHs of the raw turkey deli 
loaves, and dip solution pH and Aw for the control and treatments. 
Treatments Solution pH Pre-marination 

pH 
Post-

marination pH 
Solution Aw 

Ingredients     
    PLa 7.89 6.34 6.13  
    SLb 7.56 6.15 6.15  
    Controlc 7.98 6.08 6.08  
Dips     
    SL/SDd 5.32   0.85 
    SL/PL/SDe 5.63   0.80 
    Controlf 7.00   1.00 
a Potassium lactate (2%), salt (1.5%), STPP (0.45%), and water 
b Sodium lactate (2%), salt (1.5%), STPP (0.45%), and water 
c Salt (1.5%), STPP (0.45%), and water 
d  Sodium lactate (3.6%), sodium diacetate (0.25%), and water 
e Sodium lactate (3.6%), potassium lactate (3.6%), sodium diacetate (0.25%), and 
water 
f Distilled water 
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APPENDIX B 

SMOKE CYCLES 
Table 10: Smokehouse cycle for beef frankfurters, dry bulb and wet bulb temperatures 
and time. 
Step Dry Bulb Temp 

°C 
Wet Bulb Temp 

°C 
Time (min) Smoke 

1   60.00 -17.78 30  Off 
2   65.56 -17.78 20  Nat 
3   73.89   54.44 15  Nat 
4   79.44   67.22 10  Nat 
5   82.22   66.67 Until 73.89 °C internal temp Off 
6 -17.78 -17.78 15 (cold shower) Off 
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Table 11:  Smokehouse cycle for ham deli loaves, dry bulb and wet bulb temperatures 
and time. 
Step Dry Bulb Temp 

°C 
Wet Bulb Temp 

°C 
Time (min) Smoke 

1   53.89 -17.78   30      Off 
2   65.56   46.11 120 Smoke 
3   76.67   58.89   60 Smoke 
4   82.22   68.89 Until 71.11°C internal temp Off 
5 -17.78 -17.78 15 (cold shower) Off 
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Table 12:  Smokehouse cycle for turkey deli loaves, dry bulb and wet bulb 
temperatures and time. 
Step Dry Bulb Temp 

°C 
Wet Bulb Temp 

°C 
Time (min) Smoke 

1   53.89 -17.78   30 Off 
2   65.56   46.11 120 Off 
3   76.67   58.89   60 Off 
4   82.22   68.89 Until 71.11 °C internal temp Off 
5 -17.78 -17.78 15 (cold shower) Off 
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